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The Treasure Trove of the Indies
By Pedro Schwartz, ‘Rafael del Pino Professor’ at Camilo José Cela University

The gold and silver industry

The world of money and finance was transformed by the discovery of
America, as that Continent unjustly came to be called, or the Indies,
as the Castilians named it. A flood of gold and silver washed over
Europe, raising the level of prices, transforming trade and banking,
changing the finance of governments and giving rise to a new
constellation of power, by pitting kings and queens, bankers and
merchants, pirates and privateers, against each other.
The name of ‘Las Indias’ reveals the initial
incentive for the intrepid sailors who first
undertook the crossing of the Atlantic in three
minimal boats of some 51 gross tons each.
Columbus wanted to reach the Portuguese
Indies in the Far East through the back door,
so to speak, by sailing west. His flagship
was a carrack, the Santa María; the other
two ships, the Pinta and the Niña, were
caravels. It was later that galleons were
used for the traffic with Europe.
One gets an idea of what it meant to sail
across the Atlantic in those times if one
remembers that the Santa María was lost in
a storm in the Caribbean and the Niña was
attacked by Berber privateers on her return.
The hope was to obtain the spices of tropical
India, for which there was such a craving in
Europe. But this was certainly not all. Gold
appeared obsessively in Columbus’s diary.
We only know of this journal because it was
amply quoted by friar Bartolomé de las Casas,
the ardent critic of the Spanish conquest. The
friar made great play of the auri sacra fames
of the Castilians to question their alleged care
for saving the souls of the natives.
Some gold was found on Hispaniola and the
other Caribbean islands, and was sent to
Spain. Then came the gold taken by force

from the Aztecs in Mexico and the Incas in
Peru. An abundance of votive and religious
figures in gold were melted down and sent
back to Spain (and to smugglers). During the
last century, the great historian of the traffic
of precious metals in the Spanish kingdoms
and captaincies, Earl J. Hamilton (19342000), gathered data on the proportions of
weight in gold and silver officially sent to, and
registered by, the authorities in Seville: from
1503 to 1530, more than 95 percent was
gold. But the treasure of gold objects taken
from the natives was exhausted after 30
years, and the Spaniards had to turn to silver
and become mining entrepreneurs.

I have mentioned Seville, where the
overseeing body, ‘La Casa de la Contratación’,
was established in 1503. All the traffic with
the Indies was monopolised by this beautiful
city. In 1717, the monopoly passed to Cadiz.
When visiting this magnificent port, one can
still see the slender towers on top of houses
from where signals were exchanged with the
arriving ‘flota’. Foreign merchants could not
travel to the Indies but concentrated in the
monopolising city. The subjects of the King of
Spain outside Castile, Andalusia and Navarre
were forbidden to travel to the Americas. Even
the Castilians wishing to cross the pond were
carefully vetted: for one, Cervantes (author
of Don Quixote) applied to go to America and
was rejected, perhaps because he had spent
some time in prison as a tax official under
suspicion. It was not until King Charles III
freed trade within his possessions in 1778
that the dwellers in the Kingdom of Aragon
could trade with the Indies.
The Crown did not own the mines in America,
be they of gold or silver. They were claimed by
their discoverers and were private property.
The metal obtained, however, had to be taken
to the office of a public assayer to have its
fineness tested and a fifth was retained by
the Crown. The metal bars or cakes were
engraved or punched to show all this. They
could then be sent to Spain. If they were
taken to the colonial mints, the amounts had
to be duly registered.

Strokes of luck
A number of fortunate coincidences made
the Spanish Crown metal rich and powerful,
as the distinguished and ingenuous Italian
historian, the late Carlo Cipolla, noted. The
first was the circle of winds that made it
possible to navigate the Atlantic by taking
the southern route via the Canaries to the
Caribbean, and the Northern route via the
Azores back to Seville.

Seville in the 16th Century. Attributed to Alonso Sánchez Coello
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A similar wind system made it possible
to send a yearly ship to the Philippines
from Acapulco across the Pacific along the
southern route, laden with silver pieces of
eight, and bring it back by the north route
laden with silk cloth and other Chinese
specialities and ornaments.
The second piece of luck was the discovery
by chance of hugely rich silver mines in Potosí
in the middle of a desolate plateau high up in
the Andes crowned by the ‘Cerro de la Plata’,
the Silver Mountain, and after systematic
prospection, the rich mines of Zacatecas and
Guanajuato near Tenochtitlán or Mexico City.
The third piece of luck was the discovery and
application of a new method of separating
the silver from its mineral in the 1560s.
Cinabrium is an amalgam (not a compound)
of silver and metallic sulphur. The traditional
process to recover the silver was to toast
the mineral in furnaces, using scarce and
expensive charcoal.
An enterprising merchant of Seville called
Bartolomé de Medina proposed the new
method of the ‘patio’ to separate the silver. It
consisted of breaking down the red cinabrium
rocks on a wide surface, and adding salt
water and mercury to the gravel. The mercury
displaced the silver in the amalgam and was
evaporated, and the silver could then be
easily recovered. At first, the required mercury
came from Almadén in the centre of Spain.
The poisonous metal had to be transported in
leather pouches across the ocean and then by
mule to Zacatecas or llama to Potosí. Then a
fourth piece of luck! An inexhaustible reserve
of mercury was discovered in Huancavélica
in the Andes.

The third piece of luck was
the discovery and application of
a new method of separating the
silver from its mineral in
the 1560s.

Goods traded between Seville
(later Cadiz) and the Indies
Until the beginning of the 17th century, only
a minimal part of the goods needed in the
Americas was produced locally. Cipolla quotes
a suggestive list of the varied merchandises,
apart from mercury, that could be ventured
on those frail ships. In 1594, the merchant
Gaspar Gonzalez had the ships laden with
“spoons, candelabra, stills to produce rum,
razors, leather goods, rosaries, crystal bead
collars, cloth, shirts, cambric, velvet, taffeta,
handkerchiefs, copper lanterns and many
other things”. The return goods, apart from
silver, could be scarlet cochineal, blue indigo,
medicinal plants, precious woods, sugar,
tobacco and silk from the Philippines.

It must have been a
magnificent spectacle to see
the long train of merchant
vessels in full sail, headed by
the Captain’s armed galleon.
To fight off pirates and privateers, it became
obligatory to travel in well-armed convoys.
The earliest known to have been organised
was in 1535. In July 1561, a decree laid
down that there were to be two convoys per
year on the ‘Carrera de Indias’, the Road to
the Indies. One would leave Seville in March
or April destined for Mexico to collect the
silver and other goods in Vera Cruz; the other
would leave in August, before the hurricane
season, to ship back the Peruvian silver,
brought to the Colombian city of Cartagena
de lndias from the port of Callao in Peru. It
must have been a magnificent (and tempting)
spectacle to see the long train of merchant
vessels in full sail, headed by the Captain’s
armed galleon, with the rear brought up by the
Admiral’s galleon, and two or three men-of-war
to windward of the convoy. The successes of
the pirates have been exaggerated. In total,
only three convoys were captured in two and
a half centuries, one completely in 1628 by
the Dutch privateer Piet Hain and two others
partially by the English. Not one was captured
on the Pacific route from Callao to Panama.

The true headache of the Spanish authorities
was smuggling. Ramón Carande, the author
of the classic Charles V and his Bankers
(1955), gives the example of a galleon that
sank between Cadiz and Gibraltar in 1555.
The declared treasure on board was 150,000
pesos or pieces of eight. When the cargo was
retrieved, it was discovered that the ship was
carrying another 150,000 undeclared pesos.
The measures taken to stop smuggling were
not very successful!

How much gold and silver
The statistic everyone uses to define the
influx of gold and silver is that of Hamilton
for declared gold and silver imported into
Castile. Smuggling under its different forms
must have increased that amount sizeably.
But let me give the figures collected by
heroically patient Hamilton.
Table 1: Declared imports of Gold
and Silver into Castile from America
(metric tonnes)
Gold

Silver

1503-10

5

-

1511-20

9

-

1521-30

5

-

1531-40

14

86

1541-50

25

178

1551-60

43

303

1561-70

12

943

1571-80

9

1,119

1581-90

12

2,103

1591-1600

19

2,708

1601-10

12

2,214

1611-20

9

2,192

1621-30

4

2,145

1631-40

1

1,397

1641-50

2

1,056

1651-60

0.5

443

TOTALS

181

16,887

Source: E. J. Hamilton: El tesoro americano y la
revolución de los precios en España, 1501-1650. Pg. 55.
(Ariel, 1934, 2000)

Of course, if we compare these totals with
the present day’s gold and silver production,
they seem puny: some 2,500 tonnes is the
yearly average gold mine production today
and 26,800 tonnes is the yearly average of
silver mined. But there had been a dearth of
the precious metals in Europe before 1492,
so these small quantities were nothing short
of revolutionary for trade and for prices.
The story of the rivalry between gold and
silver has been one of a slow retreat of silver
due to its progressively greater abundance.
From 1497 to 1536, the official rate of
exchange of silver to gold in Castile was
10.11 to 1. Then it fell to 10.61 in 1567.
The 19th century bi-metallic systems rated
silver at 15.1. The market today has it at
around 74 to 1.

Charles IV. Spanish gold 4-doubloon coin (8 escudos), stamped as minted in Mexico City mint in 1798.
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The most important consequence for Castile
of the discovery and exploitation of precious
metals in the Indies is another one: Spain
suffered the so called ‘oil curse’ in the 16th
and 17th centuries. The precious metals
became the main, almost single, product
of the Spanish economy. A plethora of rich
mines together with a great technological
advance in the extraction of silver meant the
kingdom made its rulers pursue unreachable
political and religious goals of domination.
It has left us with a magnificent heritage in
art, architecture, music, literature, shared
by 23 republics and a kingdom. But for two
centuries, everything Spain touched seemed
to turn to gold.

Phillp II: 4 Reales, 33mm. 13.70g. Potosi Mint. Assayer B.

Much of this silver was coined, in pieces worth
eight reals, ‘reales de a ocho’ as they came
to be known. These pieces became so well
accepted that they were found in Japan, China
and India. Cipolla carefully explains that, in
the Far East, they were valued by weight and
not by tael, so that one often finds them cut in
half or quarters to fit the exchange. However,
in Europe, they became so popular that they
were accepted at face value, which led to some
authorities in Italy, for example, to forbid the
circulation of coins originating from some mints
in the Americas.

A plethora of rich
mines together with a great
technological advance in the
extraction of silver meant the
kingdom made its rulers pursue
unreachable political and
religious goals of domination.

In a closed economy, prices in terms of
gold and silver would tend to reflect
proportionately the influx of the two metals.
But much of the smuggled amounts passed
to the rest of Europe. A large part of the
sums received by the Treasury were spent
abroad in the different wars and foreign
exertions of the Crown. Still, inflation there
was, causing a veritable revolution in the
economies of Europe.
According to Hamilton’s careful calculations,
based on the accounts of hospitals and
colleges, from 1501 to 1550, prices in
Andalusia, the New and the Old Castile, and
Valencia increased by 127.74 percent. The
rise continued so that, by 1600, the increase
from 1501 had been 252 percent. Now,
252 percent over 99 years is according to
my calculations a 5 percent annual rate of
inflation. This must have looked enormous
to the ordinary consumer in a half-monetised
country, though to us, poor subjects of
authorities intent on maximising the inflation
tax under the pretext of fostering growth, it
may not appear so great.

Dr Pedro Schwartz
is “Rafael del Pino
Professor” at Camilo José
Cela University (Madrid)
and visiting professor at the University of
Buckingham (UK). Until September 2016 he
was the President of the Mont Pèlerin Society.
He is a Bachelor and Doctor in Laws of the
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, and a
Master of Economics and a Ph.D. in Political
Thought at the LSE. When a member of the
Intelligence Department of the Bank of Spain
he directed the History Division specialising
in monetary history. He is an academician
of the Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y
Políticas of Spain.

King Midas on the Atlantic
Hamilton also made a brave effort to
calculate inflation for those same years in
Castile. The comparatively small quantities
of gold and silver did have a great effect
on prices. Inflation was noticed but wrongly
attributed to the demand for goods coming
from the Indies or even more superficially
from speculation.

A silver “real de a ocho”

Explosion of San José during Wager’s Action, 1708, sunk off the coast of Cartagena, Colombia, while laden with gold, silver
and emeralds worth approximately $700 million at today’s prices. Oil on canvas by Samuel Scott
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Gold During Periods of Conflict
By James Steel, Chief Precious Metals Analyst, HSBC

The French and Napoleonic Wars:
first signs of cracks in the gold
standard

The search for gold and silver played a key part in shaping the
modern world. Wars waged over the possession of gold and silver,
and territories rich in those metals influenced the conquest and
colonisation of the Americas, Australasia and Southern Africa,
to name just a few well-known examples.
Introduction
But the story did not end with the acquisition
of gold and silver. Rather, the way bullion
was used, moved, stored and shifted had
profound effects on long-term economic or
military success. Indeed, the role of gold and
silver in wars not only influenced the shape
of the world today, but laid the foundations
for the modern financial system. The story of
how gold was used impacted which countries
emerged as winners and losers in conflicts
dating back to the 15th century, the beginning
of the modern era. At times, the efficient
mobilisation and use of bullion through credit
and the financial system shaped an economy
and aided a country during times of conflict.
Though not a guarantor of victory, gold played
an important function in the great European
rivalries and struggles up to and throughout
the 20th century, as well as in civil wars and
revolutions, notably the American Civil War,
and the Spanish and Russian Revolutions.

The Spanish Experience: a lesson in
the dangers of too much gold
The massive influx of precious metals into
Spain acquired by conquering the New World
turned the Iberian nation into a superpower
after the 15th century. This wealth financed
troops in the Netherlands, Italy and Germany,
and paid for a large fleet. Yet, despite the vast
importation of gold and silver, little of these
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riches were funnelled into domestic economic
development. The influx of bullion effectively
buoyed the money supply without stimulating
additional production of goods and services.
The result: domestic inflation. Most of it ended
up simply ‘passing through’ Spain. That is to
say the bullion headed into the more productive
economies of England or the Netherlands,
where goods were produced and sold to Spain.
So much bullion was imported that it devalued
those precious metals already in the European
economy for decades afterward. Furthermore,
so much more silver was brought in than
gold that the gold-silver ratio, which had been
fairly steady since ancient times, widened
permanently, making gold more sought after
and silver less so. It could be argued that this
inflationary effect overpriced exports and thus
that the industrial development of Spain was
hindered by bullion inflows.
The long-term effect of this was to weaken
the Spanish Empire in future conflicts with
England and other powers. And it strengthened
Spain’s enemies. In Economic Possibilities for
our Grandchildren, economist John Maynard
Keynes dates the development of Britain’s
capital account directly to the capture of
Spanish treasure by Sir Francis Drake in the
1570s. Queen Elizabeth I was able to pay
off the existing national debt and invest an
additional £40,000 with the crown’s share of
the proceeds from Drake’s raids of
Spanish commerce.

Gold’s role was not what would have been
expected in the long clash between France
and Britain in the French and Napoleonic
Wars. Great Britain abandoned the gold
standard early in the struggle in 1797 in
response to a doubling of the national debt
since the start of the French wars in 1793.
France, meanwhile, maintained a bimetallic
standard for the duration of the conflict. On
the face of it, the nation that stuck with the
gold standard – France – should have had an
advantage over Britain. But as pointed out by
economists Bordo and White in a 1991 paper,
Britain’s financially stronger position – and
reputation for repaying debts – allowed it to
abandon the gold standard and still borrow
heavily to sustain the war effort, albeit at
the cost of higher inflation. France’s poorer
reputation in this regard following a track
record of defaults during its revolutionary
period meant that it had to rely on taxation
and remain on a bimetallic standard that
limited what it could import and pay for,
as well as borrow. This allowed Britain to
prosecute a long war.

The role of gold and silver
in wars not only influenced the
shape of the world today, but
laid the foundations for the
modern financial system.
Financiers including Nathan Rothschild helped
fund the national debt, which according to
historian Roger Knight ballooned to £578
million, more than double the level of GDP.
A portion of this was used to pay subsidies to
Britain’s allies on the continent, showing how
important the finances were in shoring up the
war effort. And only a fraction of the expenses
were paid for by gold.

The American Civil War: gold helped
finance victory
Access to gold and the effective use of
bullion played a crucial role in the outcome
of the American Civil War. It may be one of
the best examples of a conflict where one
side, the Union, had access to considerable
gold, while the other, the Confederacy, was
effectively starved of bullion. Early on, the
Union recognised the need to maintain control
of California and its valuable gold fields, as
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well as silver- and gold-producing areas in the
Western territories. It is estimated that gold
from California financed 10% of the Union’s
war effort. Adequate access to gold allowed
the Union to come off the gold standard
without provoking hyperinflation. According to
the California historical society, steamer ships
sailing out of San Francisco to the US East
Coast carried an average of US$1 million in
gold coins and bullion produced by the San
Francisco Mint two to three times a month
from 1861 to 1865. This gold was key to
sustaining the costs of military operations.
The Legal Tender Act of 1862 essentially
outlawed privately minted gold and silver coins,
and effectively took the Union off the gold
standard. The public hoarded gold and silver,
but the Public Credit Act passed after the war
stated that ‘Greenbacks’ and bonds issued
during the war would be redeemed with gold or
silver coins over the next 10 years. The steady
flow of gold from the West essentially propped
up the Federal Greenbacks even though they
were not backed with gold by law. General Grant
said in regard to California’s support to the war
effort: “I do not know what we would do in this
great national emergency if it were not for the
gold sent from California.” Although not paid
directly to the troops, the gold was used to
raise cash, and most of the Union government’s
gold was sold to the Bank of England at a price
of US$16/oz.

Gold gave the Allies a notable
advantage over Germany and the
Central Powers in World War I.

In contrast, lack of gold severely inhibited the
Confederate war effort. According to civil war
historian Charles Flato, at the beginning of
the war, the seven Confederate states only
had US$27 million in gold and silver specie.
The South could not compete with the North for
financing from the major financial institutions in
Europe, so the Confederate Treasury turned to
smaller houses willing to take on risk. Economic
historian Marc D. Weidenmier estimates that
they raised US$15 million in gold by selling
Confederate bonds. The gold in turn purchased
war materiel. The Federal Mints located in
the Confederate States of America ceased
operation entirely in 1861. As the Confederate
currency became almost worthless, fewer
bonds could be sold abroad for gold and the
few imports the rebel states could afford had
to be paid for with the limited available gold,
severely curtailing purchases.

The Russian revolution: gold paid
the bill
Imperial Russia held one of the world’s largest
gold reserves on the eve of the First World
War. These stocks were severely depleted
during the war, but they were not exhausted by

Admiral Alexander Kolchak (sitting) with British officers on the Eastern Front, Russia, 1918

1917. In 1918, the Allied powers intervened
in the Russian Revolution on the side of the
Whites or counter-revolutionaries and organised
a blockade on Soviet Russia. This included
‘Soviet gold’, the bullion the Bolsheviks had
seized from the Imperial Central Bank. The
embargo was circumvented and a lot of the gold
was used to acquire much-needed imports by
the revolutionaries.
The Whites were also able to obtain some
official sector and Imperial gold. What became
known as the famous ‘Kolchak’s gold’ was
the name given to a large portion of the
Russian Empire’s gold reserve, which came
into the possession of Admiral Kolchak’s
government during the Russian Civil War. The
Imperial Bank’s gold was sent to Kazan, in
southwest Russia, in 1915, as the Germans
advanced into Russia. The Russian Academy
of Sciences estimates that by the summer of
1918, the State Bank’s vaults in Kazan held
more than half of all Russian gold reserves.
This eventually ended up in Bolshevik hands.
By 1921, Bolshevik reserves were depleted,
leading War Commissar Leon Trotsky to seize
private stocks. The imports paid for with gold
were an important element in the Bolshevik’s
victory and in sustaining the revolution in
its early years.

The UK did not hold particularly large gold
reserves at the start of the conflict. Even before
the war, City of London banks had argued that
the Bank of England’s gold stocks should be
higher. The war would put further strain on
bullion reserves. As during the war years in
the late 1700s, the UK abandoned the gold
standard with the Currency and Bank Notes Act
of 1914. This was issued just one day after
Britain declared war on Germany and allowed
the government to print notes as legal tender
in place of gold sovereigns and half-sovereigns.
By withdrawing gold from circulation, the Act
effectively suspended the gold standard. The
Bank of England could thereafter increase
the money supply free of restraints. Largely
because of Britain’s place in global finance, its
principal allies – France and Russia – looked
to the UK to help finance their war effort
through loans and credits. Despite the Bank of
England’s central role in global finance, both
the Banque de France and the Russian Imperial
Bank held substantially greater gold reserves.
According to historian T.M. Meacher, as much
as one-third of the world’s gold reserves were
held by the Banque de France.

The World Wars: control of gold
mattered in both conflicts
Gold gave the Allies a notable advantage over
Germany and the Central Powers in World
War I. Great Britain had access to bullion
produced by various parts of the British Empire,
notably South Africa, Australia and Canada. Of
these, South Africa provided two-thirds of all
the gold production in the British Empire. In
addition to supplying the UK, the South African
government, in collaboration with the Bank of
England, effectively blocked gold shipments to
Germany. Mine owners were also compelled to
sell bullion exclusively to the UK Treasury. This
provided a ready source of capital to pay for
wartime imports, mostly from the US. Being
cut off from fresh gold supplies crimped
Germany’s ability to import goods needed for
the war effort.
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Table 1: Volume of Sovereign Production by Mints During WWI
Perth
Mint

Sydney
Mint

3,717

0

2,249,000

14,900

4,815,996

1,774,000

0

4,373,596

1,346,000

1,272,634

6,119

4,096,721

1,242,000

934,469

58,875

4,110,286

1,666,000

0

4,809,493

106,570

3,812,884

3,716,000

0

514,257

135,957

2,995,216

1,835,000

Bombay
Mint

London
Mint

Melbourne
Mint

1913

0

24,539,672

2,323,180

1914

0

11,501,117

2,012,029

1915

0

20,295,280

1,637,839

1916

0

1,554,120

1917

0

1,014,714

1918

1,294,372

1919
0
Source: Royal Mint

The UK government encouraged the public to
surrender their gold sovereigns in exchange for
new Treasury notes or war loans. The public
responded positively to the campaign to the
extent that by mid-1915 gold sovereigns had
effectively disappeared from circulation in the
UK. Although gold sovereigns continued to be
produced throughout the war by the Mint, they
were mostly subsumed within the reserves held
by the Bank of England. By 1918 production of
the gold sovereign had ceased, and branch
mints in the commonwealth reduced their
output, with only Ottawa increasing its
production (see table 1).
The UK authorities required at least some
payment in gold for credits and imports. France
shipped nearly £117 million worth of gold to the
UK, while Russia sent nearly £68 million during
the war. While gold shipments to the US from
the UK were also substantial, they were not
nearly enough to pay for wartime purchases,
but they did help ease the burden of the
widening trade deficit. That said, France held
the largest gold reserves in Europe and Britain
had the best public credit in the world. Both
worked to finance the war.
Going into the war in 1914, Germany’s gold
reserves were small compared to those of
Britain and France. But one advantage Germany
had was a higher war loan subscription rate.
This meant that gold reserves were better
preserved. Laws were passed early in the war
to make gold inaccessible to the public and
Germany also effectively left the gold standard.
Germany provided financial support to weaker
allies. But in return, Germany demanded at
least partial payment in gold from its main ally,
Austria-Hungary. By contrast, Germany lent gold
to the Ottoman Empire. Almost 800 million gold
marks were lent to the Turkish Empire. This
was essential to keep the Turks in the war as
troops and providers of military goods generally
distrusted the inflation-prone Ottoman currency.
Towards the end of WW1, the few imports that
Germany was able to afford were increasingly
paid for with gold. Between 1919 and 1932,
Germany paid out 19 billion gold marks in
reparations and received 27 billion gold marks
in loans from New York banks and others.
These loans were eventually paid back by West
Germany after World War II.
Many of the same gold scenarios were repeated
in the Second World War and control of gold
was important. The draining of Germany’s gold
and foreign exchange reserves crimped the
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Ottawa
Mint

acquisition of war materiel and other essential
imports on the eve of war. Towards the end
of the 1930s, Germany’s foreign exchange
reserves were dwindling. By 1939, Germany
had defaulted upon its foreign loans and most
of its trade relied upon barter and gold. Once
war commenced, very few neutral countries
were willing to accept Reich marks for essential
imports. German gold reserves were limited.
The Nazi regime appropriated gold stocks from
occupied countries. Some European central
banks were successful in spiriting gold out of
the country before it fell into Nazi hands, others
less so. Even before the invasion of Poland,
the Nazi regime was acquiring gold. The Nazis
had already acquired Austrian gold and also
demanded that the Czech National Bank give up
its gold, amounting to 95t according to official
records. Gold was also taken from victims
of the Nazi regime. The strain on Nazi gold
reserves was always severe and by the end of
the war, as had happened during WWI, virtually
all of the few imports that could get into
Germany were paid for by gold. The Allies went
off what can best be described as a modified
gold standard but had access to immense gold
reserves in the many parts of the British Empire
and the US. Japan also looted gold, but to a
lesser extent than Germany, and an increasingly
effective Allied naval blockade inhibited the use
of gold, with much of it kept out of the Japanese
home islands until late in the conflict.

The Spanish Civil War
By the 20th century, at the outbreak of the
civil war in the 1930s, Spain had the world’s
fourth-largest reserves of gold, held mostly
by the legitimate Popular Front government in
Madrid. Despite having such large reserves,
the Republican government used the bullion
inefficiently, highlighting that how gold is utilised
can be just as important as having it in the first
place. The Republicans received considerable
materiel aid from Stalin’s Soviet Union, but the
assistance came at a price. Around 510t of gold
from the Bank of Spain – almost three-quarters
of the nation’s bullion reserves – was shipped
to the Soviet Union in the early months of the
war. The remaining 193t was sent to Paris. This
‘Paris’ gold was exchanged for hard currency to
finance the Republican war effort.
The deposited gold paid for some of the Soviet
aid. But there were other costs from the gold
leaving Spain. The absence of physical bullion
in the country had a profoundly negative
impact on the value of the domestic currency.

Essentially, the lack of gold withdrew a base of
support for Spanish banknotes. According to
historians Santacreu Soler and Jose Miguel,
the withdrawal of gold from the Bank of Spain’s
reserves was one of the main causes of the
Spanish monetary crisis of 1937. This
contributed to the Republican’s defeat.

France held the largest gold
reserves in Europe and Britain
had the best public credit in the
world. Both worked to finance
the war.
Conclusion
Gold and silver are not just spoils of war,
they have been the means by which wars and
conflicts can be financed and prosecuted.
Gold has played a central role in conflicts
ancient and modern. However, it is not simply
a question of which side has the most gold,
but which sides utilises it most judiciously.
In the case of Britain in the French and
Napoleonic wars, the efficient mobilisation of
bullion played a role in the financing a score
of European coalitions against France, despite
repeated victories by Napoleon and France’s
retention of a bimetallic standard. Gold helped
overcome a broad-based financial embargo
on Russia in the early days of the revolution.
Gold was an important economic agent in both
world wars, with the Allies at great advantage.
Financing in periods of conflict is linked to
investor confidence and the side with gold
often commanded more confidence. Domestic
currencies, which often come under strain
during conflict, can be supported by gold and
credit extended to belligerents based on their
gold reserves. Similarly, unchecked outflows of
gold can also be an effective bellwether for the
losing side. While not a guarantor of victory, it
can be a powerful indicator.

James Steel is HSBC’s Chief
Precious Metals Analyst
with specific responsibilities
for precious metals. He
joined HSBC in May 2006
and previously he ran the New York research
department for Refco, a large US commodities
brokerage house. He has also worked for
The Economist in the Intelligence Unit as an
economist specialising in commodity producing
nations. Jim’s primary duties at HSBC include
the production of daily market reports, including
long term outlooks for both precious and base
metals. His responsibilities include supply/
demand and price forecasts, as well as
qualitative analyses. He is a frequent speaker
at commodities related conferences and events.
He is often quoted in the financial media
and frequently appears on CNBC. He studied
economics in London and New York.
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Where Bullion Meets Blockchain
By Tom Coghill, Commercial Director, RM Assets Ltd

greater and greater challenges as they seek
to avoid operational and settlement risks.
Failures in ensuring the provenance of supply
or the continued security of commodity
inventory have damaged both reputations
and bottom lines in recent years.

A new digital asset class
Against this backdrop, a whole new digital
asset class has been born in less than a
decade. The cryptocurrency has emerged
from the shadows of a hobby activity,
shrouded in obscurity and misunderstanding,
but currently enjoying front page coverage
due to a meteoric price performance. Price
action has been volatile too, as the threat of
regulation continues to drive sentiment. This
was notable in Bitcoin’s slide on 5 September
in response to the announcement of a PBOC
ban on Initial Coin Offerings in China.

2017 has seen a significant rise in the profile of the cryptocurrency.
Yet, given the regulatory scrutiny of crypto markets and Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs), together with the continuing notoriety over Bitcoin’s
use case, the mainstream adoption of the crypto market is unclear.
Nonetheless, the technology underlying these digital assets is paving
the way for an evolution of both commodity and financial markets.
Blockchain’s implementation for gold is just
the start of the wider adoption of distributed
ledger technology, which is set to transform
how the world does business. Now the gold
market can benefit from an innovation in digital
asset financial technology that promises to
transcend conventional market barriers.
The wholesale gold market may feel like there
is an increasing number of new trading venues
and products vying for liquidity, clamouring to
be adopted and endeavouring to be set apart
from more established peers. So why would
the gold market need another product?
Indeed, given the promise that rapidly
developing financial technology offers, the
idea of broadening the number of platforms
that deal gold often seems counterintuitive.
With the advent of high-velocity trading
networks and aggregated liquidity pools, the
converse effect might be anticipated and
our expectation of what technology delivers
should be of consolidation, rather than of yet
more choice. Ironically, the challenges facing
the precious metals industry are in part
driven by these technological gains and have
in turn driven the need for innovation in a
number of sectors.
Financial markets are contending with an
expanding regulatory framework, which is
focused on transparency and stability, as
regulators react to behaviours and practices
enabled by a leap in technical capability. New
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ways to communicate, transact and fund an
evolving market have required regulators to
scrutinise participants to a greater degree
and restrict activity. This oversight coincides
with the potential impact from reforms
to Banking Supervision of the Net Stable
Funding Ratio (NSFR), which may impact costincome ratios for many liquidity providers.
The physical markets are also being held to
ever greater standards over the quality of
the supply chain as demands for provenance
and traceability are increasing. Commodity
businesses throughout the sector, from base
metals warehousing, agricultural trading,
energy utilities to metals refining, as well as
the physical commodity markets, are facing

The challenges facing
the precious metals industry
are in part driven by these
technological gains and have
in turn driven the need for
innovation in a number
of sectors.
Clearly, it has been a dramatic bull market,
which many have likened to an investment
‘mania’. When Charlie Morris wrote in this
publication in October 2015, the Bitcoin
price was below $300. Two years later,
the price has reached over $5,000. At
the time of writing, the cryptocoin tracking
website CryptoCoinCharts.info identifies 110
exchanges trading in 4,406 cryptocurrencies.

Figure 1: Impact of Trading Currency, Following Increased Regulation of Chinese
Exchanges in Early 2017
BTC Trading Volume by Currency
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Figure 2: Cryptocurrencies with Market Capitalisation greater than $5bn, as of 5 September 2017
Symbol

Name

Supply

Price USD

Price BTC

Volume BTC

Marketcap

BTC

Bitcoin

16,455,037

$4,425

1.00

331,017.40

$72,811,729,500

ETH

Ether

93,371,199

$317

0.07

417,139.92

$29,614,041,491

BCH

Bitcoin Cash

16,482,113

$558

0.13

56,033.13

$9,203,968,996

XRP

Ripple

38,291,387,790

$0.22

0.05 mBTC

82,699.11

$8,276,908,197

Source: https://cryptocoincharts.info/coins/info

Figure 3:	Change in the Bitcoin Price has Been Dramatic

Bitcoin Close Price US$

An Internet of ‘value’
It is the innovation of the blockchain solution
itself that is the genuine marvel that this
infant digital asset class has given the world.
A blockchain allows for the prescription of an
identity to a thing, it gives a mechanism to
allocate that property to an owner and allows
that property to change hands, in full view
of a community through its consensus
agreement, with no possibility of corruption
or confusion.
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While Bitcoin is the largest by market
capitalisation, other emerging coins are
catching up, notably the Ethereum network’s
Ether which has on occasion seen greater
daily volume by value, than Bitcoin.

It’s not all shiny and new
New financial market products often evolve
over many years, if not decades, to reach
this scale. By comparison, the ‘crypto’ asset
class has arrived overnight, building a
market capitalisation of over $200 billion
since the mining of Bitcoin’s genesis block
on 3 January 2009.

Figure 4: Where Innovation has Followed
from the Advent of Bitcoin
Substantial
innovation
New blockchain
systems

Little to no
innovation
Altcoins

dApps/Other

Cryptocurrency
and blockchain
innovations

From that first day of the Bitcoin genesis
block, it took two years for the next alternative
coin to emerge. By far, most of the thousands
of these ‘altcoins’, such as Dogecoin, are
simply based on the original Bitcoin code,
with some small tweak added. These
altcoins offer minimal material innovation to
distinguish them from the original Bitcoin.
Others however, such as Ether, offer real
technical differences such as ‘smart contract’
features that yield functionality above and
beyond that of digital money. They operate
on their own blockchain, which has been
designed for a broader application than use
as currency alone.
This is where innovation is taking place – in
the development of asset-specific blockchains
– and where the precious metals market
has an opportunity to benefit from financial
technology that can transcend numerous
terminal markets, both broadening its base
and deepening its offering. Blockchain-based
gold ownership has the potential to address
the challenges of NSFR, market opacity,
accounting treatment, balance sheet impact
and high cost-income ratios for liquidity
providers, by providing an efficient mechanism
for the immediate transfer of title to physical
assets between parties.

If Internet v1.0 was an ‘Internet of
information’, for the sending and receiving
of information, then Internet v2.0 can be
considered the ‘Internet of value’, allowing us
to send and receive assets digitally.
The ownership of an asset will no longer
need to be recognised solely by the authority
of a central product ‘governor’, according to
its individually maintained record, but by the
consensus of a community with access to a
distributed ledger, collectively confirmed and
instantly open to inspection.
Blockchain provides this distributed network
for transferring value, where identical copies
of its participants’ transactional history,
encrypted for ‘pseudonymity’, are kept in an
irrefutable and immutable record. It’s not
anonymous – every transaction details the
movement from one wallet to another (which
provides the certainty that the wallet does in
truth hold that value). But the identity of the
holder of any and every wallet is privately known
and is only revealed at the will of the holder.
Figure 5: Distributed Ledger Technology
Allows Market Participants to Avoid
Intermediaries when Transacting
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Source: Global Cryptocurrency Benchmarking Study, Dr
Garrick Hileman & Michel Rauchs, 2017
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Physical gold, digitally traded
At The Royal Mint, we’ve put this technology
to work by establishing a Royal Mint Gold
blockchain and by creating a digital asset token
to represent an ownership of physical gold.
In partnership with the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, we’ve already built a distributed
network to record changes in the ownership
of Royal Mint Gold (RMG), which is allocated
gold held in our vault at The Royal Mint in
Llantrisant, South Wales. Our network is
privately permissioned, which means you
have to ask our permission to join, as
The Royal Mint is the administrator of
the network. All transfers effected on the
network are published in the public domain
at a transactional level, with all identities
encrypted by the underlying RMG blockchain.
For the first time, it is now possible to own
physical gold, vaulted by The Royal Mint, and
receive proof of that ownership as a digital
asset that is held in a digital wallet. Every
new purchase of gold results in London Good
Delivery gold being allocated in our vault
alongside the simultaneous credit of RMG
to the buyer’s RMG account. So every 1g
holding of RMG represents 1g of 9999 fine
gold that is secured in our vault. An owner of
RMG is then able to prescribe their holding
to any other wallet on their network. The CME
is developing a Digital Asset Trading platform
where customers can deal RMG, which is due
to launch later in the year.

It is the innovation of the
blockchain solution itself that
is the genuine marvel that this
infant digital asset class has
given the world.
Transformational benefit
The traditional commodity markets, whether
spot, future or physical, have developed over
time according to the specific requirements of
their dominant end user. In our universe, these
would include the unallocated gold interbank
spot market in London, the various financial
and physical futures markets around the world,
the Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) and commodity
instruments, and the varying physical formats,
including the LBMA’s own London Good
Delivery standard.
While all these products seek to serve a broad
user base, very few of them have the ability
to transcend the market sectors that group
together end users, whether miners, refiners,
wholesale traders, financial institutions,
investors or the consumer markets.
Striking a balance between a commoditised
product and the cost of entry for market access
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often creates a bias that steers end users to
a favoured channel, with the market needing
to pick between highly commoditised and cost
efficient on one hand, versus variety of choice
but at a price on the other. Even within the
commoditised markets – unallocated gold,
futures, physical bars, equity exchange listed
instruments – each appeals to a varying corner
of the market.
Digital assets have the potential to transcend
this segregated nature, allowing the same
ownership structure – physical gold digitally
traded – to be shared throughout the value
chain, the investment space and the riskmanagement community.
This innovation does not threaten to diminish
the liquidity of existing marketplaces,
but raises the profile of the investment
opportunity for gold, reinforcing the argument
for the safe, secure, physical ownership of
gold in an efficient digital market providing
transparency and provenance.
The technology offers obvious synergies
with the other initiatives that the global gold
market is undertaking as an industry. These
include efforts to ensure provenance, to
provide transparency of liquidity, to ensure
timely settlement, to expedite capital
allocation and to provide proof of collateral.
Blockchain can offer a complementary
solution that will benefit the gold market as
a whole.
While the crypto markets may well face
uncertainty from a lack of regulation and
disbelief as to their tangible value, there is
no doubt that the technology of digital assets
can redefine future financial markets, and in
the case of Royal Mint Gold, that technology
is already here.

Tom Coghill is the
Commercial Director of
RM Assets, a subsidiary
of The Royal Mint, and is
responsible for the business development and
commercial success of Royal Mint Gold.
He joined RM Assets in June 2015, following a
career in commodity derivative sales and trading,
working with public sector, global corporate and
financial institution clients, where he supported
clients with their risk management, financing
and physical supply requirements, with a focus
on metals and mining.
Prior to working at RM Assets, he was Head of
Precious Metals Sales for Standard Chartered
Bank. Prior to SCB, he worked at Deutsche
Bank, and initially joined the financial markets
at Citibank, where he held a number of
development roles in interest rate, foreign
exchange and equity derivative products,
before joining the Global Commodities team
as a gold trader.

Blockchain Basics
A blockchain is a continuously growing
list of records, called blocks, which are
linked and secured using cryptography.
It is a digital distributed ledger, tracing
the movement of funds or other assets
from issuance to current owner, chaining
transactions together from sender to
receiver in a sequential and time-ordered
manner. It is nothing more than a way of
recording a financial transaction.
In the past, transactions were recorded
in a simple accounting book and, more
recently, as entries on a spreadsheet
or database held on large IT systems
contained within a given institution.
Unfortunately, such systems are
vulnerable in a number of ways: there is
a single point of failure, transactions may
not always be secure and could even be
tampered with or deleted, and they are
also not always completely up to date.
For these reasons, digital distributed
ledgers were invented.
Digital distributed ledgers are not stored
on any single server or database but on
a number of computers across multiple
networks and even geographic locations
by the validators of the blockchain. Each
validator has an identical copy of the
blockchain’s entire transaction history
and any changes are reflected almost
instantaneously in all copies.

Advantages of Blockchain
The duplication of digital distributed
ledgers keeps them safe from accidental
or deliberate destruction and the use of
cryptographic proofs lock, in perpetuity,
the transaction order. As there can be no
debate about the sequence of events, the
ledger cannot be manipulated to show
different versions of the truth. Blockchain
creates immutable records, which makes
it the perfect medium to record ownership
of assets such as gold.
Public verification of the blockchain is
enabled through a graphical interface,
but the validators can be relied upon
to perform this checking – they do it
automatically every time they undertake
an action. This high degree of visibility
ensures that there is consensus over
transactions within the ledger, eliminating
the need for a sole central authority
to manage the ledger. By being public,
decentralised and cryptographic,
compromising the blockchain becomes
virtually impossible – one would have to
not only manipulate a chosen block, but
the entire chain of preceding blocks in
the history of the blockchain.
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The Golden Revolution, Revisited:
How to Prepare for the Remonetisation of Gold
By John Butler, Author

This article is a synopsis of the Revisited edition of John Butler’s
2012 book, The Golden Revolution, in which he looks at how gold is,
in various ways, being de facto remonetised, in particular for use in
settling international balance of payments transactions. When combined
with cutting-edge financial technology (‘FinTech’) this could, in time,
catalyse a more general return to the use of gold or gold-backed money,
with profound implications not only for gold but for financial assets and
investment strategy.
The recent sharp decline in the value of the
dollar and commensurate surge in the price of
gold have rekindled speculation as to whether
the dollar will indefinitely retain its BrettonWoods legacy reserve status. As numerous
prominent international economists have
observed through the decades, beginning
with Jacques Rueff and Robert Triffin in
the 1960s, the dollar-centric international
monetary system is inherently unstable,
characterised as it is by chronic and growing
trade and investment imbalances. While
it is now commonplace to speculate as to
whether the dollar’s reserve status may be
imperilled by shifts in global economic power,
few are prepared to seriously contemplate
that, as the dollar’s reserve status fades, this
could imply the de facto, even spontaneous,
remonetisation of gold. However, when the
precepts of modern game theory are
applied to contemporary economic and
political developments, and these are placed
in the context of what I call the ‘monetary
cycle of history’, one can make a persuasive
case that gold remonetisation is not only
inevitable, but imminent. The implications are
potentially vast, not only for the price of gold
but for other precious metals and financial
assets generally.
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Although the economic mainstream tends
to be relatively quiet on the topic of global
monetary regime change, it cannot fail to
notice that nearly 10 years on from the
2008 global financial crisis, and following
unprecedented economic and monetary
policy intervention, global interest rates
are still near zero; quantitative easing has
failed to achieve its stated objectives;
global imbalances have risen to record
levels; emerging market balance-of-payment
crises come and go with regularity; leading
indicators in most major economies indicate
weak growth ahead; and financial markets, in
particular the credit markets, are beginning
to tell us that another major crisis may lurk in
the near future. It is thus entirely reasonable
if unfashionable to hold the view that the
international monetary system remains
unstable and is overdue a fundamental
restructuring or reset of some kind. None
other than International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Managing Director Christine Lagarde has
hinted at this in multiple speeches over the
past three years.
So let us ask: why the relative silence on
this matter? There are several plausible and
complementary explanations. First, much

human reasoning, expert or otherwise, is
affected by at least some degree of so-called
‘normalcy bias’, that is, a naïve if not
necessarily incorrect belief that the future
will resemble the recent past. The dollar
has been the world’s pre-eminent monetary
reserve for some 70 years, so the thinking
goes. Why should that change now? Second,
and potentially reinforcing the above, is what
one might call the ‘Whig view of international
monetary history’. This is a subset of the
better-known, more general ‘Whig view
of history’, perhaps best represented by
Scottish Enlightenment philosopher David
Hume, that history is the evolution of an ever
more perfect world of constant, if not always
understood or appreciated, progress. Hence,
the dollar-centric monetary regime of today
is superior to those that have come before,
because it is that of today, not yesterday. No
further explanation is required or desired.
We know such thinking is flawed. History
shows us that it is flawed: recessions, financial
crises, depressions, wars, revolutions, currency
collapses, etc. feature with some regularity.
But this facile sense of steady (or sporadic)
progress is nevertheless surprisingly common
across all knowledge disciplines, not only in
economic and monetary matters. Indeed, even
in the hard sciences, where presumably only
hard facts and evidence should matter, there
can be tremendous resistance to new ways of
thinking. Thomas Kuhn cogently demonstrated
this to be the case in his monumental study
of the history of science, The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions. According to Kuhn, even
in hard science, it is not the facts that matter.
Rather, it is the ‘paradigm’, as Kuhn chose to
call it. Facts that clearly do not fit the existing
paradigm are either conveniently ignored, or
those proffering them are persecuted outright,
such as with Galileo’s observations of
Jupiter’s moons.

One can make a
persuasive case that gold
remonetisation is not only
inevitable, but imminent.
Given the relative subjectivity of the social
sciences, including economics, one should
wholly expect that the power of the presiding
paradigm to misconstrue, ridicule or simply
ignore inconvenient facts and their associated
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theories would be all the more powerful in
stifling real understanding, productive debate
and progress. Kuhn also noted that one
reason why paradigms were so hard to break
down once established was that those in
highest regard within the discipline – akin to
the high priests of a hierarchical church – had
so much to lose if challenged by unorthodox
thinking. We laugh at the Papal persecution
of Galileo today, but at the time, it was no
laughing matter.

global reserve currency, the dollar is used
to pay for US imports from abroad and is
then subsequently held in ‘reserve’ by the
exporting country. As reserves accumulate,
they are initially held as bank deposits but
are subsequently reinvested in some way, for
example, in government bonds issued by the
importing country or perhaps purchases of
corporate securities. In this way, the currency
reserves earn some interest and possibly
realise some capital gains.

Given that activist monetary policy has
become the norm for most central banks,
should we not fully expect them to resist
ideas that might expose their policies as
unsustainable or outright counterproductive?
Yes there are some scholars who are willing
to challenge the paradigm, a few of whom
are rather prominent. Nobel Laureate Robert
Mundell, the so-called ‘father of the euro’,
speaks openly about the dollar’s gradually
eroding reserve status (although he stops
short of claiming it will lose reserve status
entirely). Professor Kevin Dowd, arguably the
most prominent critic of the Bank of England
and architect of monetary reform plans
through the decades, has also expressed
this view.

Beyond a certain point, however, accumulated
reserves will be perceived as excessive, in
which case, exporters can exchange a portion
of their reserves with another country or
entity at some foreign-exchange rate. For this
reason, other factors being equal, as the
supply of reserves accumulates, but holding
demand remains constant, the reserve
currency will depreciate in value.

The monetary sources of
economic inequality
There is also another aspect of the current
international monetary regime worthy of
mention – the well-documented surge in
‘inequality’, however defined, across most if
not all developed economies. The US Federal
Reserve, through QE, has inflated asset
values not only in the US but by extension
globally. Those who are relatively ‘asset-rich’
if perhaps ‘income-poor’ have benefited
disproportionately. However, those who are
relatively ‘income-rich’ but ‘asset-poor’,
such as the working middle class, have not.
Indeed, the ability of the typical middle-class
family to purchase a home, afford college
tuition and access quality healthcare has
suffered as asset valuations have risen. In
order to maintain their previous lifestyles,
many middle-class households must now
borrow against their existing assets or, in
more extreme cases, liquidate them entirely
in order to raise sufficient cash to cover large
life expenses. As the liquidated assets move
from poorer to richer hands, asset values
continue to rise and QE further exacerbates
the trend towards inequality.
(This monetary explanation for rising
inequality is hardly new. It originates in the
monetary theories of Richard Cantillon,
a prominent pre-Smithian 18th century
economist. Indeed, Adam Smith relied on
and explicitly cited Cantillon’s insights across
a broad range of his work. Numerous other
prominent economists have also done so,
including William Jevons, Carl Menger and
Nobel Laureate Friedrich von Hayek.)
The inequality debate also has an
international dimension. As the dominant

So-called anti-globalists
disparaging of free trade
and economic interaction are
thus not necessarily barking
mad – well, perhaps some are –
but they are barking up the
wrong tree.
As time goes on, trade imbalances and
reserve balances grow in tandem, as does
the natural downward pressure on the value
of the reserve currency as described above.
This leads to what Belgian economist Robert
Triffin called a ‘dilemma’: for global trade
to expand, the supply of reserves must
increase. Yet this implies a weaker reserve
currency over time – something that can lead
to price inflation. Indeed, under the Bretton
Woods system of fixed exchange rates, the
supply of dollar reserves grew and grew, price
inflation increased and, eventually, as one
European central bank after another sought
to exchange its ‘excess’ dollar balances for
gold, this led to a run on the remaining US
gold stock and the demise of that particular
monetary regime.

Now let’s combine Triffin’s insight with that of
Cantillon. As discussed in previous chapters,
money enters the economy by being spent.
But the first to spend it do so before it begins
to lose purchasing power as it expands the
existing money supply. The money then
gradually permeates the entire economy,
driving up the overall price level. Those last
in line for the new money, primarily everyday
savers and consumers, eventually find that
by being last in line for the new money, their
accumulated savings are being de facto
‘diluted’ and the purchasing power of their
wages diminished. Increased inequality is
the result.

Britain comes off the gold standard in 1931, other countries
were to follow suit during the 20th century. The US would
abandon gold in 1971-73 during the cold war

Extrapolated to the global level, this nonneutrality of money implies that an issuer of
a reserve currency is the primary beneficiary
of monetary inflation. First in line for the new
international money are the owners of capital
in the reserve-issuing countries, who use
the new money to accumulate more global
assets. On the other side are workers the
world over who receive the new money last,
after it has placed general upward pressure
on prices. Growing global wealth disparity is
the inevitable result.
Over time, this will impact the relative
competitiveness of other economies, where
wage growth is likely to accelerate, eventually
making US labour relatively more competitive.
That may sound like good news, but all that
is really happening here is that US wages
end up converging on those elsewhere,
something that should happen in any case
over time between trading partners as their
economies become more highly integrated.
But to the extent that this wage convergence
process is driven by artificial global monetary
inflation, rather than natural, non-inflationary
economic integration, the result is real wages
converging downward rather than upward,
implying a global wealth transfer from ‘owners’
of labour – workers – to owners of capital.
So-called anti-globalists disparaging of free
trade and economic interaction are thus not
necessarily barking mad – well, perhaps some
are – but they are barking up the wrong tree.
The problem is the dollar-centric international
monetary system, not globalisation per se.

The monetary future
That both domestic and international
imbalances continue to grow is not lost on
economic officials, who do make reference
to them from time to time. Intriguingly, the
IMF has begun to promote the idea that
the dollar might indeed eventually lose its
premier reserve currency status. But the
IMF is proposing in no uncertain terms that
the ‘solution’ for the erosion of the dollar’s
reserve currency status is to replace it with
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the IMF’s very own ‘Special Drawing Right’
or SDR. And yes, the IMF puts itself forward
as the institution to control the world’s
money supply and, by implication, global
interest rates.
This may all sound nice on paper but what
about in practice? The idea, amid record
global economic imbalances and associated
historic, arguably unserviceable, debt
burdens in Japan, the euro area and the
US itself, that China, the other BRICS,
oil producers and other creditor nations
will agree to any international monetary
restructuring that does not favour their
economic interests is a non-starter. The
requisite international co-operation required
for the IMF to implement a sustainable ‘one
size fits all’ international monetary policy
is just not there, nor should we be at all
optimistic that it will be prior to a meaningful
global deleveraging and rebalancing.
The recent experience of the euro area
should serve as an example in this regard,
but as observed above, facts can be quite
an inconvenience for those clinging to a
flawed paradigm. In the SDR debate, we
see cognitive dissonance in the fashionable
belief that what demonstrably does not work
at the regional level can work miraculously
at the global one. The fact is, monetary
central planning does not work. It didn’t work
for Europe in the 1920s and 1930s amid
devaluations and hyperinflations. It didn’t
work in the 1960s, as the London Gold
Pool struggled to hold the Bretton Woods
conventions together. It didn’t work in the
2000s, when the so-called ‘Great Moderation’
in business cycles merely disguised colossal
misallocations of capital, exposed as such
in 2008. And now nearly 10 years on from
that spectacular crisis, it is not working still.
There is good reason to believe that the
next crisis is going to be more severe than
2008/09. This time around, interest rates
are already near zero, or outright negative.
The accumulated imbalances, domestic and
international, are even larger. QE has failed to
restore self-sustaining economic growth.

Germany, 1923, during the period of hyperinflation. Paper
money is worth more by weight than old bones, but less
than rags.
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The monetary Nash equilibrium
If the dollar is indeed losing pre-eminent
international monetary reserve status and
the requisite co-operation required for the
IMF to replace it with the supranational SDR
is lacking, then what is going to happen?
Without a stable international money,
countries will find they cannot trade as easily
with one another. What currencies will be held
as reserves against accumulated external
trade imbalances? Chronic net importers such
as the US have the incentive for the world to
hold their currencies as reserves, whereas
chronic net exporters have the opposite. As
the imbalances accumulate, as they now
have to a record level relative to global GDP,
beyond a certain point, there is insufficient
trust in the importing countries’ currencies as
reliable stores of value. But then if distrustful
exporters insist on invoicing for exports
strictly in their own currencies, trade will
grind to a halt. It is by definition the importing
nations, not the exporting nations, which
must provide the net balance of circulating
media for international trade, as these media
represent the international ‘IOU’ that must
eventually be repaid through a reversal in
the trade (or capital) balance or otherwise
liquidated (e.g. via a default).

would governments willingly give up the power
to devalue and inflate their way out of debt?
Because if their essential trading partners so
demand it, they simply have no choice.
What if Russia, concerned about the future
of the euro, were to demand its European
customers pay for imports of oil and gas
in gold instead of euros? What if China,
concerned about the dollar, accelerated its
accumulation of gold? What if the Gulf oil
producers were to insist that China pay for
imports of their oil in gold? The fact is, if just
one exporting country, even a relatively small
one, begins to demand payment in gold, then
its trading partners must supply the gold.
For each incremental move in this direction,
gold’s share of international monetary
reserves grows exponentially due to the
network effect. Conversely, the dollar’s share
exponentially declines. And as those familiar
with game theory will note, while there is no
doubt a ‘first mover disadvantage’ associated
with demanding trade settlement in gold – a
possible loss of market share – there is a
far larger ‘last-mover cost’, that is, the last
exporter to switch from dollars to gold will
find that they have accumulated the residual
dollar reserves from the rest of the world at a
greatly reduced if not worthless value.

Gold is the natural international
money for a multipolar world

If just one exporting
country, even a relatively
small one, begins to demand
payment in gold, then its
trading partners must
supply the gold.

We know global trade is hugely beneficial for
consumers, who benefit from the associated,
evolving global division of labour and capital.
A contraction in global trade, ‘globalisation
in reverse’ as it were, would thus be highly
damaging to global economic growth, implying
a general ‘stagflation’ of both weaker growth
and higher real goods prices. No politician,
socialist or otherwise, wants that – it would
force them from office in short order. So
absent demonstrably unworkable central
planning, how can future international
monetary arrangements nevertheless
facilitate international commerce, with
exporters and importers at loggerheads
over which currencies to use?

As Nobel Laureate Mundell wrote a few years
back: “We can look upon the period of the
gold standard as being a period that was
unique in history, when there was a balance
among the powers and no single superpower
dominated.” The IMF recognises that the
US is no longer the sole global economic
superpower that it once was, able to dictate
terms in monetary matters. A new multipolar
balance of power is forming. Gold, the only
internationally recognised non-national money
provides the game-theoretic international
monetary solution to an economically
multipolar, globalised, competitive world. It
represents the Nash equilibrium. Whether or
not this is ever formalised in a de jure ‘gold
standard convention’ or not is beside the
point. The classical 19th century gold standard
was never de jure formalised as such. As
renowned monetary historian Guilio Gallarotti
observes, it arose spontaneously from below,
catalysed by the rise to economic power of
the United States and the German Zollverein
in the late 19th century, thus transforming
what had been, following the Napoleonic wars,
a nearly unipolar British imperial world into a
clearly multipolar one.

Why, the same way they did so in the 1800s.
Just remonetise gold. For gold is the only
international monetary asset that can
resolve the exporter/importer dilemma of
a lack of trust on the one hand, yet a deep,
essential need to trade on the other. Gold is
not itself a national liability. It can be neither
arbitrarily devalued nor defaulted on. It is
real international money, not bureaucratic
fiat scrip. But wait, one might protest, why

As the global demand function for gold will
shift due to de facto remonetisation, by
implication, the price of gold will rise. By
how much depends largely on the degree of
confidence in the dollar and other currencies
that circulate alongside gold. As long as the
global imbalances and associated debts
remain large relative to incomes, confidence
will be low, implying a far higher gold price
than that observed today.
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Using the historical gold-coverage ratios
associated with the Bretton-Woods system
and the prior history of gold-backed US
currency, a five-figure oz dollar price for gold
is entirely reasonable (see charts 1-3). By
implication, as asset valuations adjust lower
to a world in which money injections such
as QE are no longer possible, not only will
currencies decline in value versus gold.
So will corporate securities and, in inflated
markets, property, perhaps by amounts
comparable to the relative decline of asset
valuations versus gold in the late 1970s/
early 1980s, when gold remonetisation briefly
went from being a fringe to a mainstream
monetary policy topic.
Not only will gold rise in price. By implication,
the international money (gold) market will
determine spontaneously what interest rate
clears the market for gold delivery today,
or tomorrow, or next year. This information
will then flow into international commerce
generally, where it will provide a robust basis
for the sensible allocation of international
capital in all forms, financial and real, across
both time and space. The escalating boom
and bust cycles of modern times will become
a thing of the past and the natural occasional
recessions that do occur will allow for the
Schumpeterian ‘creative destruction’ required
to qualitatively reorder the capital stock so
as to clear malinvestments and incorporate
new technologies.

The price of time itself
is the single most valuable
piece of information.Time, as
we intuitively know, is money;
they are two sides of the same
coin. Mess with time and
money, and you mess with
everything else.

Chart 1: Imputed Dollar Gold Prices for Various Measures of the US Money
Supply, 40% Backed
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Chart 2: Implied Gold Coverage Ratio of the US Money Supply, Narrow and Broad
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Chart 3: Imputed Dollar Gold Prices for Various Measures of the US Money
Supply, 100% Backed
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Gold and the information
theory of capitalism
As George Gilder demonstrates in his masterful
work on economics and information theory,
Knowledge and Power: “Capitalism is not
primarily an incentive system but an information
system.” Prices are the information. And the
price of time itself is the single most valuable
piece of information. Time, as we intuitively
know, is money; they are two sides of the same
coin. Mess with time and money, and you mess
with everything else. To borrow from Tolkien,
the time value of money is: “The one price that
rules them all.” Yet, as with central planning in
general, the central planning of either money, or
time, cannot possibly work. Hayek warned the
economics profession of precisely this in the
1970s. It didn’t listen, ensconced – as it still
remains – within its generally interventionist,

neo-Keynesian paradigm. The result has been a
series of financial crises, each one larger than
the one which came before. The next, if the
pattern is any guide, will be larger still – a crisis
of the international monetary regime itself, one
which will catalyse the remonetisation of gold.

The article is adapted from
John Butler’s new, revisited
edition of his 2012 book, The
Golden Revolution (John Wiley
and Sons, 2012). It is
available on Amazon - amazon.com/
dp/1535608994/ and at other online and
high street bookstores.

John Butler has over
20 years experience in
international finance. He
has served as a Managing
Director for bulge-bracket
investment banks on both sides of the Atlantic
in research, strategy, asset allocation and
product development roles, including at
Deutsche Bank and Lehman Brothers. He has
advised some of the world’s largest institutional
and private investors in matters ranging from
wealth preservation to enhancing returns
through a wide variety of innovative strategies
and he has been a #1 ranked investment
strategist by Institutional Investor magazine.
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The History of Precious Metals
in Spain
By Jens Weidenbach, Director, Degussa

700 BC

F irst documented trade using
gold coins

25 BC

Romans conquer region

200

Large-scale gold mining at
Las Medulas

500s
1500s
1600s

1980s/ G
 old is difficult to purchase and
1990s is not a common investment

The Quadriga of Aurora in Ciutadella Parc, Barcelona

Jens Weidenbach dips into Spain’s long historical association with
gold and precious metals to provide a brief insight into the some of
the more interesting periods of Spain’s rich and colourful past.
Featured are four distinct, albeit unconnected periods of history, featuring
the Romans, Visigoths, the Renaissance and finally a look at what has
been happening in the market more recently. Perhaps the most famous
period of Spain’s association with precious metals – the flows of gold
from the Americas during the 1500s to the 1700s – is covered in more
detail in a separate feature article by Pedro Schwartz on page 3.
A brief insight into the period of
Roman rule

deposits. This method was used all over the
world until the 1800s.

The first documented gold trading was in
about 700 BC, when the Phoenicians came
to Spain to trade their tools and glass beads
for Spanish gold. In 25 BC, the region of el
Bierzo, which included the mine that was
to become the largest of the entire Roman
Empire, was conquered. Two hundred years
later, mining in ‘Las Medulas’ started on
a large scale. The gold and silver that was
excavated there financed the rest of the
Roman expansion. The mine met the desire
for greater wealth and benefitted from
the ‘free’ local labour available after the
Romans gained dominance over the territory.

Roman military commander and author Pliny
the Elder, who oversaw mining in Hispania,
described the process:

The Romans were well known as specialists
in hydraulic mining. To expose and release
gold deposits from the earth, they used
hydraulic pressure. Miners would carve
aqueducts into the rock, which were used
to transport water from the nearby creeks
and rivers. Then the flow of water would fill
the excavated cavities, causing pressure
streams strong enough to pierce and break
up the thick rock walls. The mine featured
channels and reservoirs, as well as intricate
hydraulic systems, which diverted highpressure water to the site for processing.
The water was also used to wash the gold
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 onquering Visigoths issue their
C
own coarse coinage
Influx of gold and silver from the
Americas
Inflow of gold and silver decline

“What happens is far beyond the work
of giants. The mountains are bored with
corridors and galleries made by lamplight
with a duration that is used to measure the
shifts. For months, the miners cannot see
the sunlight and many of them die inside
the tunnels. This type of mine has been
given the name of ruina montium –
collapsing mountain. The cracks made in
the entrails of the stone are so dangerous
that it would be easier to find purpurine or
pearls at the bottom of the sea than make
scars in the rock. How dangerous we have
made the Earth!”

Numismatic coin showing Emperor Augustus; denar fm:
27 bc – 14d C, Colona Patricia:3.78 grammes

2010+

Increasing interest in
investing in gold

The Visigoths are at the gates
Under the dynamic King Leovigild, the
Visigoths kingdom flourished. His aim
was to rule over the whole of the Pyrenean
peninsula. In pursuit of this expansion,
Leovigild fought campaigns against the
east Romans, the Kingdom of Suebi (now
the region of Galicia and north Portugal),
the Cantabrian, the Basque and other
smaller kingdoms. In 570, he “laid waste
the region of Bastetania and the city of
Málaga, by defeating their soldiers”. His
campaigns continued annually over the next
five years. Despite the fact that he was
constantly at war with the Byzantines in the
south of Spain, Leovigild tolerated them
and embraced their way of living as well
as their monetary system. From the start
of his reign, the Visigoth kingdom issued
coarse coinage of its own designs. During
a rebellion in southern Hispania, Leovigild
struck and issued gold tremisses with a
cross first introduced by Emperor Tiberius II.
However, when he regained full control of
the Iberian peninsula, he stopped displaying
the image of the Roman emperor on his
coins to signal denial of the formal authority
of Constantinople.

Numismatic coin showing Sisebut, King of theVisigoths
and ruler of Hispania and Septimania, from 612 – 621;
1.45 grammes
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Gold Drives up Prices During
the Renaissance Period
The Spanish price revolution began in about
1470 and lasted until around 1650, during
which gold and silver poured into Spain
from the new world. The amount of gold
arriving from across the Atlantic each year
drastically increased following the discovery
of precious metals in South America. Twenty
percent of all loot taken from the conquests
was reserved for the King of Spain and was
referred to as the ‘quinto real’ or ‘Royal
Fifth’. Most historians consider the end of
the Renaissance as the start of the Spanish
price revolution. It increased Spanish
prices and consequentially spread inflation
throughout western Europe. Economist Earl
Hamilton argues that prices in Spain rose
by approximately 250 percent between
1500 and 1600. The consequence was that
Spanish exports became uncompetitive in
Europe.
There was a rapid increase in money (then
silver and gold), chasing a fixed amount of

Gold in Modern Times
In the 1980s and 1990s, gold was not
a common form of investment in Spain.
It was very difficult to purchase, largely
because it was only possible to do so
through the Spanish central bank, and
coupled with punitive tax rates, gold lost
its attraction as an investment. Even the
EU liberalisation of the gold market, at the
end of the 1990s, did little to improve the
situation.
The advent of the financial crisis in 2007
led to many Spanish citizens selling vast
amounts of jewellery – in some years,
as much as 50 tons – as scrap gold for
recycling through the rapid proliferation
of cash-for-gold shops which began to
spring up in Spain. This particular market
responded to a different side of the crisis,
as it catered to people who needed to sell
their jewellery for financial reasons. Most
of the scrap gold and jewellery was sent
for recasting to refineries, particularly in
Switzerland and the Middle East. Whilst
the government was working out whether
it needed to be bailed out, citizens in
other parts of Southern European were
swapping their euros for gold.
As the financial crisis deepened, Spaniards
still seemed reluctant to invest in gold as
a means to protect themselves against
the potential collapse of the euro, instead
preferring to continue to regard home
ownership as their main asset. However,
against a backdrop of plummeting property
values, increased taxes and uncertainty in
the euro, gold may well turn out to be the
Iberian’s best opportunity. Indeed, if we
look at what is happening today, there are
signs that people in Spain are becoming
more aware of the merits of investing

goods. It enlarged the money supply and
prices across many European countries. The
influx of gold contributed to Spain’s relative
decline and low living standards in future
centuries. The Spanish spent their gold on
commodities from other countries,
without producing much in terms of exports
themselves. Because consumer goods could
easily be imported, there was little incentive
to produce goods and undertake the
necessary investments in infrastructure and
develop the domestic economy, particularly
in respect of investing in technology. When
the flows of gold dried up, the Spanish
economy was left lagging behind that of its
European neighbours, which led ultimately to
a decline in the Spanish empire.
England, by contrast, was arguably, the chief
beneficiary. The huge quantities of treasures
acquired by Sir Francis Drake enabled Queen
Elizabeth I to pay off a considerable chunk
of the national debt. The accumulation of
gold helped finance a rapid expansion of
the navy. It is an irony that the industrial
revolution, which was to follow in the

in gold as an investment and a way to
diversify a portfolio.
According to Marion Mueller, Vice
President of the Spanish Precious Metals
Association, Spaniards’ interest in gold is
experiencing a noticeable boost.
“Up until very recently, to speak about
gold as an investment or as wealth
protection insurance was grin-provoking.
That is changing,” says Marion Mueller.
“Since 2010, when the Spanish economic
downturn became inescapable, a growing
tendency to invest in physical gold has
developed among Spanish investors,
brokers and financial institutions. There
is still confusion and lack of information
about gold as a way to protect one’s
purchasing power,” she explains, “and our
goal at the AEMP and at Oro y Finanzas
is precisely to try to inform people about
investment gold.” Furthermore, “the rise in
gold prices is a reflection not of the crisis,
but rather of the end of a monetary cycle.

Spanish gold coin to commemerate the 2018 World Cup
in Russia.The obverse includes the image of H.M.
King FelipeVI, introduced on Spanish coinage in 2014
after his accession to the Spanish throne in 2013.

nineteenth century, may never have got off
the ground in Britain, if it had not received
this substantial windfall of treasures.
It is also worth noting that although the
inflows of gold and silver were huge sums
for the time, they only represent a fraction
of today’s annual global gold production.
In the sixteenth century, total gold global
production is estimated to have been less
than a 100 tons compared to more than
100,000 tonnes of global production during
the twentieth century.

Numismatic coin showing King PhilipeV, CA 1700 -1746,
3.34 grammes

About Degussa
An important contributor to the increased
interest in gold and precious metals investment
in Spain is the Degussa branch in Madrid. The
company offers services such as assessments,
counselling clients, providing OTC business
for precious metals investment products,
buying scrap and investment gold and other
precious metals, and buying and selling
numismatic coins. Furthermore, Degussa Client
Service emphasises transparency, discretion,
professionalism, safety and trust to a highquality standard.

Jens Weidenbach’s
background is in the banking
sector. During his
professional career as a
treasurer he worked in Frankfurt, Geneva,
Madrid and Tokyo. His open minded attitude and
his language skills led him to achieve a vast
network of business contacts all around the
world. As a specialist in Investment Banking in
the areas of Foreign Exchange, Options,
Precious Metals, Re-Financing and Derivatives,
he acquired a wide range of financial
understanding and his experience and his
profound knowledge is considered worth full an
highly appreciated in the financial community.
His precise and going to the point publications
in the financial press are very much respected
by lectors. His new project in Degussa Metales
Preciosos in Madrid will benefit from his solid
and international professional experience. And
positioning DMP in MAD as a new and state of
the art service of precious metals products will
surely change perspectives of the market.
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LBMA – Delivering Transparency
and Integrity
By Ruth Crowell, LBMA Chief Executive

vaults – as at end May, 2017 – 7,514 tonnes,
valued at $306 billion – making the London
holdings second only to those at Fort Knox in
Kentucky, USA.

The amount of gold held in
London vaults is the equivalent
weight of 12,523 Spanish bulls
or 88,400 Rafa Nadals, almost
enough to fill the Nou Camp
stadium (although no doubt
Rafa would prefer to be at
the Bernabeu).

Building trust and firm trade
reporting capacity

London is the centre of the over-the-counter global gold market and home
to one of the largest stockpiles of gold in the world. Ruth explains how
the LBMA is taking steps to ensure that London develops and maintains
its status as the leading market for precious metals.
London is the fulcrum of the over-the-counter
(OTC) precious metals market, involving
participants from across the world. Despite its
central role, however, the precise size of the
market has been hard to determine.
This is not just a challenge for gold but for all
OTC or bilateral markets. Trades are strictly
principal-to-principal and there is no central
counterparty that can efficiently capture and
report all trades. As a result, OTC markets
have traditionally relied on surveys to gauge
gross turnover.
Gold Holdings (tonnes)
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The chart compares the amount of gold physically held
in London vaults with the official reserves of the US,
Germany, the IMF, the UK and COMEX.
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Indeed, the LBMA is the global standard
setting body for precious metals, not an
exchange and consequently, neither it, nor
anyone else has this information. The LBMA
relies on market participants being willing
and able to provide it with this information.
And given the size, sensitivity and diversity of
those participants, historically this has not
been possible.
Now, however, the LBMA has introduced
a new system under which OTC market
participants will report trades. The initiative
has three clear benefits: it will create an
accurate picture of the size and shape of
the market; it will promote transparency for
existing and potential investors; and it will
engender confidence in the liquidity and
efficiency of the OTC market. Initial steps
have been taken and the system will be fully
rolled out next year.
Beyond trade reporting, steps have already
been taken to improve market transparency
and promote positive investor sentiment. In
July this year, the LBMA published, for the
first time, how much gold is held in London

Publishing London’s vault holdings exemplifies
how the LBMA is meeting the challenges
of market structure and sensitivity. Each
of the vaulting companies, including the
Bank of England, had to be satisfied that
the disaggregate information would be kept
securely, that the data would be properly
vetted and stored securely.
Vault operators were also anxious that
important principles regarding client
confidentiality were not compromised in
any way, particularly with regard to highprofile clients, such as central banks, whose
decisions around gold could move markets.
For each of the vault operators, appropriate
approvals had to be sought to ensure
that any concerns that might be raised by
compliance, legal and senior management
were addressed.
Building capacity was a challenge, particularly
given recent global, US and EU regulatory
changes. Many firms have significant
resources tied up preparing for MIFID
reporting. But the work has been done,
retaining confidentiality while adhering to
market-leading standards.
Arguably, trade reporting is even more
challenging, as it encompasses the concerns
and issues of a much larger group of
institutions. Once again, protecting client
confidentiality and the integrity of the global
market are of paramount importance.
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Best-in-class service providers –
Cinnober Boat
Initially, all trading members will report their
OTC trades. Once the dataset is live in 2018,
reporting requirements will be extended to
ensure that the data ultimately reflects the
size of the global OTC market.
Last year, following an exhaustive selection
process, Cinnober Boat was appointed as
the LBMA’s trade reporting service provider.
They provide solutions and services to
leading trading and clearing venues, including
exchanges, clearing houses, banks and
brokers around the world. Boat is already
used by many LBMA members for trade
reporting, thus minimising disruption and cost.
The system is already capturing trades
through a hub known as LBMA-i, which is
powered by financial technology operator
Autilla. LBMA Market-Makers have already
started reporting, followed by other trading
members later in 2017. Following a period of
quality checking, it is expected that the first
set of data will be published in 2018.

Transparent market statistics
support investment
Increased transparency should prove a highly
beneficial resource for existing and future OTC
investors, as they seek to better understand
market liquidity and depth. And a more accurate
picture of the market’s size and liquidity will
make a vital contribution to lobbying efforts
against disruptive future regulation such as
Basel III’s Net Stable Funding Ratio. The
legislation is well intentioned, but there is an
unintended consequence for investors that, in
its most severe form, will dramatically increase
the cost of transacting in the wholesale
precious metals markets.

It will create an accurate
picture of the size and shape
of the market; it will promote
transparency for existing and
potential investors, and it will
engender confidence in the
liquidity and efficiency of
the OTC market.

The Code is intended to define a robust, fair,
effective and transparent market, where all
participants are able to transact following best
practice guidelines. It sets out a common set of
principles to promote the integrity and effective
functioning of the global market covering ethics,
governance, compliance and risk management,
information sharing and business conduct.

Market commitment to best practice
All market participants involved in the global
wholesale precious metals market are
expected to act according to the principles
of this Code and LBMA members will be
required to sign a statement of commitment,
attesting their conformance with the Code.
Other participants, such as central banks,
are expected to follow suit.
The Code was created after an extensive period
of consultation with participants in the wider
precious metals market. It was deliberately
modelled on the FX Code produced by the G20
central banks, given the similarities between
the OTC FX markets and the precious metals
market. But considerable work had to be done
to tailor the requirements to include industrial
companies such as miners and refiners.
Ultimately, the Code is intended to reassure
clients that market participants are acting
with high levels of integrity when it comes
to conduct.

Metal quality control – London
Good Delivery
Ethics, governance, compliance and business
conduct are essential foundations for an
effective market, but so too are the conventions
that allow London to function fairly and
efficiently, such as standard dealing amounts
and physical bar requirements.
The LBMA plays a central role in this regard,
setting the international standard, the London
Good Delivery List (GDL), which is recognised
not only by the global OTC precious metals
market, but also by exchanges, central banks,
refiners, investors, mints, jewellery and
electronics companies across the world.
It is the de facto international gold standard,
ensuring that when professional investors buy
gold, they get what it says on the tin. And that
label has changed in recent years. Now the
gold does not only have to be pure, it has to be
responsibly sourced.

Maintaining integrity
Market conduct – Global Precious
Metals Code
Transparency apart, client protection is a key
issue for the global gold market. To address
this, the LBMA published the Global Precious
Metals Code in May this year. The first standalone code of conduct for the wholesale
precious metals market, this represents an
important step in market development.

which received a lot of media and market
attention. This, however, was not the first
time we have removed refiners from the GDL.
Failing to comply with the requirements of the
Responsible Gold Guidance has led to several
other removals in the past. Once removed,
a refiner cannot apply for accreditation for a
minimum of five years.

For Good Delivery standards, the key word
is enforcement. Our high standards and the
large market we represent mean that losing
LBMA accreditation has serious commercial
implications. We have therefore adopted an
Incident Management Process (IMP), under
which we review various allegations and issues
that are brought to our attention in relation to
any of the GDL refiners. Earlier this year, and
following a review carried out according to
the IMP, we removed a refiner from the GDL,

For Good Delivery
standards, the key word
is enforcement. Our high
standards and the large
market we represent
mean that losing LBMA
accreditation has serious
commercial implications.

Raising the bar – continuous
improvement of standards
Removing the refiner this year was a serious
step but it followed logically from a decision
made in 2016, when we decided that all
GDL refiners could no longer choose the
relevant industry programme they wished
to implement, but must undergo a LBMA
Responsible Gold Audit, given its broader
scope. This ensures the LBMA has a full line
of sight on all of its accredited refiners.
Removing a refiner from the Good Delivery
List may sound harsh – and it does not
happen often – but the chain of integrity in
the gold market is too important to jeopardise
the Good Delivery standards. If those standards
are compromised, the participants who are
actively involved in the market that rely on
us would all suffer commercially. They would
also incur significant costs and considerable
difficulties trying to individually manage the
quality of the metal they use or produce.
There has to be confidence in the global
OTC gold market. And that’s what the LBMA
brand must provide.

Conclusion
The LBMA’s transparency and integrity work
has taken big steps forward this year with
the publication of the Global Precious Metals
Code and the vault holdings statistics. We
continue to develop and maintain standards
regarding Good Delivery and we challenge
ourselves and the Market we represent to
become increasingly transparent. The LBMA
will soon be publishing an Annual Review
to document achievements and challenges
faced throughout each year, including on
Responsible Gold. And we look forward to the
next chapter in our transparency initiatives
with the publication of Trade Reporting
in 2018.
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The Original Bullion Coin
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East goes east, Memoir of
a Global Head
By Michele Blagg, Research Consultant and Visiting Research Associate at the ICBH, King’s College London

His first proper job
The first step in his career path was taken
in 1980 following an interview for a telex
operator post in a commodity trading team
at Derby, part of Philipp Brothers, one of the
largest commodity companies in the world.
As part of the interview process, he was
invited to tour the dealing room, and as he
stood mesmerised by the sight of the trading
floor with its atmosphere, noise and fastpaced environment, he instantly knew this
was where he wanted to be. However, he
was jolted back to earth when told he wasn’t
right for the advertised position. Instead,
he was offered the role as the company’s
first graduate trainee, which he immediately
accepted. Strangely, as fate would have it,
his first intern role was telex operator in the
gold department. The telex was similar to the
Reuters desk of today. There was a bank of
screens and operators sat on wheeled stools,
rolling themselves back and forth making
and changing prices and trading.
Philipp Bros offices in Bolivia circa 1930s.
Photo reproduced by kind permission of Lee Baeck Institute. Centre for Jewish History Digital Collections, AR25131,
Lee Baeck Institute, LBI Archive, 15 West 16th St, NY 10011. Record no, 43,072. Box 1, Folder 1.

How do you become the Global Head of a commodities trading
company? During his interview for the Voices of the London Bullion
Market project, Jeremy East provided insight into how his own career
path led the way to him taking on such a role.
Early career
On leaving university armed with a degree
in Economics and Economic History, Jeremy
took a short three-month break in the South
of France, returning to his parent’s home
penniless and in need of work. Having worked
his way through university doing a number of

A brief history of Philipp Brothers
1901	Metals trading company is founded by Julius Philipp
in Hamburg Germany.
1909 	Oscar Philipp moves to London. On 11 June 1909,
with the help of Julius, he starts trading under the
name Philipp Brothers at premises in Leadenhall
Street. With a starting fund of £125, from which he
spends £25 on an impressive desk, and a staff of
three, he shows a surplus profit of £700 at the
end year.
1914- Julius relocates to Amsterdam for the duration of the
1918 	war Oscar remains in London, having avoided
internment by the British authorities thanks to
holding British citizenship. In 1917, he supports the
war effort as an ambulance driver.
1914	Siegfried Bendheim, who has previously worked for
both Julius and Oscar, leaves London for the US
to avoid internment. He sets up Philipp Brothers in

temporary jobs that paid quite good money
but had no career prospects, his initial
thought was that milkmen work short hours.
He applied to the local dairy, but when they
saw that he had a degree, they thought it was
a practical joke and he was rebuffed. A local
job agency then set the wheels in motion for
an exciting career in finance, enabling him to
live and work around the world.

Running not reading a book
Over the next few years, Jeremy rotated
through the various departments within the
company before ending back in the gold
department. His on-the-job training saw him
go into the back office, providing him with
an understanding of settlement procedures,
payments and transfers, so that when he
moved to the front office, he understood
what was going on behind the scenes. As
he progressed through the company, he sat
alongside the commodity traders, helping
them with their positions. Showing promise,
he was trained to run a book, the first
being silver.

New York. He is joined later by his cousin Siegfried
Ullmann, who has also worked in Hamburg for
Julius Philipp.
1917	In response to an advert, Oscar purchases Derby &
Co from “two kind gentlemen”, who want to become
antique dealers rather than continue the primary
activities of dealing in scrap metal, especially silver.
Due to the wartime hatred experienced by many
small German businesses operating in Britain, it is
almost impossible to continue to trade while German
sounding names are printed on company letterheads.
Oscar strikes a deal so that the names of the
previous owners will remain on Derby’s letterhead.
Links between the firms end in 1929.
1919	
Julius returns to Hamburg where he continues to deal
in metals and runs his thriving export business. Mendel
Bernberg joins the firm aged 15 as an apprentice. He
begins work at 8am opening the office, placing overseas
calls and sorting the mail. Julius arrives at 9am. The firm

employs 10 people, which include three or four typists
and two apprentices. Julius generally leaves at 9pm and
most days the office closes at 10pm.
	The apprentices remained behind coding cables,
closing envelopes, and delivering mail and cables
to the post office at the central railroad station. On
Saturdays, they continued working for two or three
hours after sunset preparing the mail reports. On
Sundays, they work from 8am to 3pm. Lunch breaks
are for two hours and they are entitled to eight days
off a year for vacations. The average working week is
65 hours. Apprentices earn 20 marks a month (there
were at the time 37 marks to £1).
1921

Mendel Bernberg leaves Julius Philipp.

1923	Siegfried Ullmann (previously employed in Hamburg
by Julius Philipp) joins Siegfried Bendheim in New
York. They remain the only shareholders of Philipp
Brothers New York until after 1945.
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Unlike today, all trades were made over
the phone. People phoned Derby, a primary
market maker, for prices. There were no such
things as credit lines. Trust and integrity
were at the core of how business was done.
London was very much a spot trading market
– you bought if the price of metal went up
and you sold when it went down. The greatest
challenge was in knowing, when someone
called for a price, whether the market was
going up or down. Most traders had a natural
instinct, a feeling for what was happening.
Jeremy worked alongside Robert Stein, who
he classes as one of the great traders. Robert
was very disciplined with his trading but also
had a great feeling for the market. If he felt
the price might be going up, he would start
the day by selling. If he sold and the price
didn’t go down, this gave him an indication
that he was right and he would start buying.
He had a track record as a profitable trader
for many years.

As fate would have it,
his first intern role was
telex operator in the gold
department.
The telephone was the trader’s greatest
asset. Jeremy recalled how Robert would call
Andrew Stoppani over at Drexel Burnham and
ask him to make a gold price for Derby, and at
the other end, he might say ‘I could do more’,
then you got a good idea that there was going
to be some serious buying around and that
we might turn our entire position” – although,
it could have been that he was playing a game
of ‘cat and mouse’ and didn’t really have
an order to fill but was just trying to see if
Derby had an order to sell. As a 21-year-old,
it was an exciting world for Jeremy to work in.
The average age of the team was 24. Unlike
today, where people need to have university
degrees and impressive CVs, in the 1980s,
anyone who fancied themselves as a bit
of a trader could call up any of the trading
companies, which might take a chance on
them becoming brilliant.

The Derby (Phibro) dealing room in Moor House in 1983. Pictured left to right are Trevor Clein, Martin Turner,Vincent
Thompson, George Pajak (sadly deceased) and, last but not least, on the far east, it’s Jeremy East

Buying and selling on the fix
Breaking the gold trading monopoly of the
traditional five bullion firms which ran the
gold fix was the greatest challenge Derby
faced in order to increase the company’s
market position. The Derby team was headed
up by Guy Field, who in order to break
down some of the barriers, decided that
Derby would adjust its fixing commission.
Traditionally, if you were a seller on the fixing,
you paid a premium of 5 cents and if you
were a seller, you received a premium of 25
cents. Derby introduced rates of 10 cents
and 20 cents respectively. This move diverted
business to the firm, increasing volumes
through its books. It also encouraged other
financial institutions to trade precious metals
as they became more aware of the financial
gains. Generally, the standard trade between
the fixing companies was 4,000oz (10 bars).
However, once the market expanded, it wasn’t
unusual for Derby or Drexel to quote each other
larger volume trades of 10,000oz or more.

A brief history of Philipp Brothers
(continued)

19401945

1928

1940	Julius Philipp, his wife Helen and family are sent to
Westerbork concentration camp in the Netherlands.

Mendel Bernberg relocates to England.

1928	Ullmann and Oscar Philipp begin a joint venture in
Bolivia. Arthur Gruenebaum, who was Derby’s man in
Berlin, is sent to set up the new venture.
1929	Links between Philipp Brothers and Derby come
to an end.
1934	Julius Philipp and family relocate with the firm from
Hamburg to Amsterdam.
1937	Oscar Philipp hires Mendel Bernberg at £3 per
week as manager before moving him to the gold
department where he deals in gold grain and iridium
powder. In 1970, he retires after 33 years.
	Ludwig Jesselson, a German-born trader without
higher education, takes a metals trader’s desk at
Philipp Brothers New York.
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Derby makes bullets and manufactures some other
war materials.

1944	Julius Philip, Helen and family are moved to Bergen
Belsen concentration camp. In March, Julius dies.
1945

Helen Philipp dies in Bergen Belsen.

1950s	Philipp Brothers acquire a 25% share of Derby with
an understanding that it will purchase the remaining
shares from each partner once they die or retire.
Fred Rau dies in 1955, Oscar retires and Henry
Lovi retires. Derby later becomes fully owned and
operated by the New York office.
1955

Fred Rau dies, Henry Lovi retires and Oscar Philipp
has a heart attack and is subsequently forced to
retire. He and his three co-directors are able to take
out a profit of £100,000.

It evolved from a purely
intuitive ‘seat of the pants’
spot market to now include a
more mathematical formulaic
forward market.
Looking forward
For a long period, the market remained very
active. Buying and selling generated all the
revenue. As volatility declined through the
1990s, there were many days when gold only
had a $1 daily range. Jeremy was part of
the generation of traders who developed the
forward market. Forced to move away from
planning trades on the back of a cigarette
packet to using a Hewlett Packard calculator
– although it would still be some time before
the technology of today would be developed
– the market became more sophisticated
and mathematical. The growth of long-dated
producer hedging and short-dated central
1956	Philipp Brothers takes control of Derby when it
purchases 51% of the firm. In addition to the
sentimental attachment of Siegfried Ullmann for
the previous owners of Derby, another motivation
for the purchase is to secure the brain power of the
commodity trader Fred Rau. However, within two
months of the purchase, Fred Rau dies and is buried
on his 50th birthday. (Rau’s wife was a Felsenstein.
The Felsensteins owned the Dresdner Bank.)
1960	Philipp Brothers merges with Minerals and Chemicals
Corporation of America (MCCA) and becomes
publicly traded as Minerals and Chemicals
Philipp Corporation (MCPP).
1962	Siegfried Ullmann retires and passes away in 1965.
Ludwig Jesselson takes charge of the operation. His
contribution between 1950 and 1975 sees the firm
become a ‘global girthing giant’.
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bank lending brought new types of exposure
to the market. It evolved from a purely
intuitive ‘seat of the pants’ spot market to
now include a more mathematical formulaic
forward market. The profit and loss swings
also increased dramatically as the main
market players started to carry significant
gold and USD PV01 positions down the curve.
At this time, 50 basis points was the typical
bid-offer spread for gold forwards and US
interest rates were around 10%.

This network, when
combined with regulatory
approvals, positioned the bank
as a market leader in the
region. It was also recognised
by Asia Risk magazine in its
2016 awards.
East moves east
He remained with Philipp Brothers
for 20 years, trading base and precious
metals. After the closure of Philipp Brothers
in 1990, he joined Salomon Brothers to run
the precious metals business in London,
later relocating to join Phibro Energy, part
of Citibank. In 2001, he was headhunted by
Commerzbank to become its Global Head
of Precious Metals – Trading and Sales. He
also became a board member of Swiss gold
refinery Argor Heraeus.
He joined Standard Chartered in 2006,
where he built up the bank’s commodity
trading business, concentrating mainly on
precious and base metals, and introduced
commodity inventory (trade) financing,
which in turn covered energy, soft and
agricultural commodities. He also oversaw
the development of Standard Chartered’s
agricultural trading platform. In 2013, he
relocated from London to Hong Kong to drive
the growth of the business in Asia in order to
position Standard Chartered Bank to benefit
from the fast-developing Chinese markets, the

internationalisation of the RMB and the One
Belt One Road initiative. Asia was no longer
the ‘night watchman’ of the gold market.
China especially was starting to make not
just take prices.
During his time in Asia, Jeremy built a deep
network of senior contacts, not only in China
and Hong Kong, but across Southeast Asia too.
This network, when combined with regulatory
approvals, positioned the bank as a market
leader in the region. It was also recognised by
Asia Risk magazine in its 2016 awards.

Consultancy beckons
Under Jeremy, the bank became the first
international member of the Shanghai Gold
Exchange and the Shanghai Gold Exchange
International Board, for which Jeremy is an
International Advisor. He is also a member
of the Hong Kong Exchange’s Gold User
Committee and, until recently, he was a
member of the Management Board and the
Membership Committee of the London Bullion
Market Association. He has now set up a new
commodity consultancy company based in
Hong Kong – East Wind Capital – which is
focusing on building connectivity between
offshore and onshore markets.

During his time in Asia,
Jeremy built a deep network
of senior contacts, not only in
China and Hong Kong, but
across Southeast Asia too.This
network, when combined with
regulatory approvals, positioned
the bank as a market leader
in the region.

A brief history of Philipp Brothers
(continued)

1981	Philipp Brothers is spun off as Phibro Corporation,
when it acquires Salomon Brothers for $550 million.
It then becomes Phibro-Salomon Inc.

1963	Charles Engelhard acquires 19% of Minerals
and Chemicals Philipp Corporation and becomes
chairman of the board.

1984	Phibro Energy, Inc is established, absorbing the oil
department of Philipp Brothers.

1967	MCCP merges with Engelhard Minerals and
Chemicals (EMC).
1969	Anglo American purchases a controlling interest
in EMC
1970	Mendel Bernberg retires after 33 years. Of his
service, he says he has been “a jack of all trades
and master of none”.
1971

Charles Engelhard dies.

1974	Pre-tax profits of $157.7 million is reported and
revenues total $4.532 billion.

1985	Salomon Inc becomes the parent company, with
Phibro Inc and Phibro Energy as subsidiaries.
1988	Phibro becomes the largest independent oil refiner
in the US.
1998	Through the Citigroup/Travellers merger, Phibro
becomes the commodity trading subsidiary
of Citigroup.
2009	Phibro is sold to Occidental Petroleum. Reportedly
Phibro is the main source of the $2 billion in
pre-tax revenue Citigroup receives from
commodities trading.

Dr Michele Blagg
(BA, MA, PhD) is an
historical consultant,
researcher and writer who
works independently offering client services,
specialising in financial and business history.
She holds a PhD in History from King’s College
London, which was funded by The Rothschild
Archive in collaboration with the Arts and
Humanities Research Council. Her doctoral
research focused on the Royal Mint Refinery
operated by N M Rothschild & Sons between
1852 and 1968 studying how it adapted to
change within the London gold market.
She worked for many years in the financial
services industry before pursuing her studies
in Political, Economic and Social history. She
received a First-class BA (Hons) from the
Open University and subsequently, an MA in
Contemporary British History from the Institute
of Historical Research. She recently qualified
in Global Risk Analysis and Crisis Management
at Vesalius College, Brussels, gaining an indepth knowledge, together with a wide range
of practical tools, in identifying and analysing
global security risks to advance effective
responses to humanitarian, military and
political ‘complex crises’.
Engaged by the LBMA in 2014 she managed
the oral history project ‘Voices of the London
Bullion Market’. Sitting as an Executive of
the Business Archives Council, she promotes
the preservation of business records,
encouraging interest in the history of Britain.
shel.blagg@btinternet.com

2016	Phibro is purchased by Energy Arbitrage
Partners, a firm founded and controlled by
Simon Greenshields.

Compiled with research material collected
by Helmut Waszkis for his book Philipp
Brothers, the rise and fall of a trading
giant, 1910-1990. Papers held in the
collection at the Centre for Jewish History
Digital Collections, AR25131, Lee Baeck
Institute, LBI Archive, 15 West 16th St,
NY 10011. Record no, 43,072.
In addition, information located at
phibro.com/history [accessed 2.9.2017]
was incorporated.
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The Role of Gold in the Asean
Free Trade Area
By Hidetaka ‘Hawk’ Namiki, Executive Director, Singapore Bullion Market Association (SBMA)

gold collected as scrap or from the by-product of
mining, though gold mines are located in only a
few countries (see Table 2). According to Metals
Focus, in 2016, Asean’s total demand for gold
was 295 tonnes and its total supply was 333
tonnes. Besides, some of the frontier countries
such as Laos or Myanmar are not on the map
yet, but they have healthy gold reserves and
have the potential to become producing
countries in the future.
Central banks in Asean are also market
participants and hold gold in their reserves
totalling 603 tonnes (see Table 3).

The launch of the Asean Economic Community (AEC) on 31 December
2015 was a major milestone in the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations’ (ASEAN) regional economic integration agenda and the next
stage of the organisation’s evolution, which began in 1967 with five
member countries. It is now collectively the seventh-largest economy
in the world in terms of GDP (US$2.4 trillion) and has a population of
625.5 million people.
Further infrastructure development
commitments made under the Asean Free
Trade Area (AFTA), such as the East-West
Economic Corridor connecting the Greater
Mekong sub-region and the North-South
corridor linking China with Southeast Asia,
together with development of key sea ports,
will increase import and export opportunities
for Asean countries and allow the region to
become a major production and distribution
hub. Besides, Asean itself is a huge consumer
market, with a middle class that is growing
along with its economy. As a consequence,
wealth accumulation among this demographic
is also likely to increase (see Table 1).

Asean’s gold market
Gold has played a very important role in the
region and is closely connected with the life
and culture of the people in the region. In
some Asean countries, gold is seen as more
stable than the national currency, explaining
its use as a medium of exchange and a unit of
measurement. In general, people in this region
like to buy gold, and it is not only used as an
accessory. Gold is given as gifts in cultural
or religious ceremonies such as weddings,
festivals and other special occasions, and is
also used as a store of wealth. In rural areas,
people often convert their harvests into gold
and store it for a rainy day. The attitude towards
gold amongst Southeast Asian people is that it
is as good as money. People can resell the gold

to local jewellery shops when they need money
or pawn it if they require short-term borrowing.
Besides this demand for gold, global political
and macroeconomic uncertainty, as well
as weak local currencies (see Table 4), are
prompting people to invest in gold and are
pushing up the demand for physical gold, such
as bars or coins. Additionally, dinar coins are
well received in some of countries as a
form of savings and are often used as a
medium of exchange.
Asean does not only comprise gold importing
nations, but also includes nations that export

Gold is seen as more stable
than the national currency,
explaining its use as a medium
of exchange and a unit of
measurement.
Price discovery
Gold is a commodity traded internationally.
Its wholesale price, which is called ‘spot’,
fluctuates in accordance with global gold
markets. Wholesale prices in Asean countries
are the same as in the Western world and there
are no exceptions, even in frontier markets,
though the local unit and purity of gold may
differ from the global standard. Some markets
in Asean countries, such as Vietnam, are
controlled and regulated by the government,
and these conditions create price disparity,
especially when compared to local retail prices.
However, the wholesale price remains close to

Table 1: Economic data of Asean countries1
2015
2014
Singapore

-0.6

Export
($bn)
377

Thailand

67

0.90%

$5,445

1.90%

225

200

157

Indonesia

255

4.80%

$3,379

3.40%

150

143

106

Malaysia

31

5%

$10,222

2.10%

200

176

95

101

5.80%

$2,877

1.50%

58.6

66.7

80.7

*

Philippines
Vietnam

Population
GDP Growth GDP/P
(millions)
5.5
2%
$53,004

CPI

Import F. Reserves
($bn)
($bn)
295
240

92

6.70%

$2,036

0.60%

162

166

34

15.3

7.10%

$1,096

3.90%

10.8

13.5

5.6

Brunei *

0.4

17.10%

$41,411

-0.20%

-8.3

-5.9

3.5

Lao PDR*

6.9

7.50%

$1,739

1.30%

17

9.3

0.9

Myanmar*

51.4

8.50%

$1,228

5.90%

11

16.2

4.8

Cambodia*

Population (million); Export, Import and Foreign Reserves (US$ billion)
Source: Focus Economic
1
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Table 2: ASEAN Gold Demand/Supply Data (Tonnes)
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Mine Production

194

164

143

152

153

175

174

Recycling

128

134

114

94

88

69

159

Total Supply

322

297

257

245

241

245

333

195

263

232

305

204

166

150

138

128

120

153

149

145

134

SUPPLY

DEMAND
Net Physical
Investment
Jewellery
Fabrication

10

10

10

11

13

10

10

Total Demand

343

402

361

469

366

320

295

Market Balance

-21

-105

-104

-224

-125

-75

38

Industrial

Nominal Gold Price
1224.52 1571.52 1668.98 1411.23 1266.40 1160.06 1250.80
(US$/oz, PM price)
Source: Metals Focus 2017

international market prices as the spot price
of gold is given daily in US$ per ounce and is
updated throughout the day. Additionally, this
price disparity may be capped with additional
liquidity by unofficial imports.

For example, in the Singapore retail market,
the kilobar is priced at a 0.5% to 2% premium
over spot, while a 100g bar is priced at a
1.3% to 2.1% premium and coins are priced
at a 1.8% to 6% premium.

As a spot price is effectively a wholesale price
with an international standard of size, purity
and settlement instruction, local goldsmiths
or dealers will be charged a slight premium
such as $0.50 to $1.50 above this price, and
the premium will vary with the size and brand
of bars and settlement location as most
market participants prefer physical settlement
for their business needs in Asean countries.
Swiss-branded gold bars have long been
recognised and accepted in Southeast Asia,
and many people prefer the Swiss brand and
are willing to pay an additional premium of

New demands and participants

Table 3: O
 fficial Gold Holdings of Asean
Central Banks
ASEAN

tonnes

% of reserves

Philippines

196.3

8.80%

Thailand

152.4

3.30%

Singapore

127.4

1.90%

Indonesia

78.1

2.70%

Malaysia

37.9

1.50%

Myanmar

7.3

3.70%

Brunei

3.8

4%

Total

603.2

Source: International Financial Statistics, Jan 2017

Singapore as a wealth storage hub
There is increasing investor interest in moving
wealth to Singapore, which is a neutral and
stable location. According to the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS), the country has
the largest pool of assets under management
in Asia, totalling $2.6 trillion in 20151. For
gold investors, Singapore offers world-class
physical infrastructure and is well placed to
accommodate further demand.
Shari’ah Standard on Gold
The introduction of the Shari’ah Standard
on Gold, which sets out clear guidelines for
Islamic investment in gold, is expected to
spur the development of new investment
asset classes, and Islamic banks and other
financial institutions should be able to

expand their customer base with new
products created under the guidance of the
standard. This has the potential to make
Malaysia a gateway to Asean for Islamic
investments from the Middle East and the
rest of the Islamic world. Bank Negara
Malaysia, the country’s central bank, has
a history of studying gold circulation in the
Middle East as the region has a history of
accepting gold as money.
Uncertainty of the international monetary
system and weak Southeast Asian currencies
According to the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the ratio of US dollars to foreign currency
reserves in each country at the end of March
2014 was 60.9% ($3.76 trillion of $6.18
trillion). The figure has experienced a long-term
downward trend since its peak of about 73%
in June 2001 (see Chart 1).The total reserves
among Asean countries currently stands at
US$727.5 billion (see Table 1).

While much depends on
the form of the gold products
and countries, spot prices of
investment precious metals
products roughly comprise
94% to 99% of overall
retail prices.
Additionally, the self-centred behaviour of
certain developed countries is creating more
uncertainty in global currency markets, and
some Southeast Asian currencies are still in a
long-term downward trend against the US dollar
(see Table 4). Uncertainty in the international
monetary system is creating more demand
for gold by central banks. Net official sector
purchases have been positive since 2010 (see
Chart 2) and the total holding has increased by
3,393 tonnes in seven years.

Chart 1: Ratio of US Dollars to Foreign Currency Reserves
74.00
72.00
70.00
68.00
66.00

$0.20 to $0.30 for this. Retail prices for gold
are slightly higher as vendors need to make
a small profit on the gold that is sold to retail
customers.

64.00

While much depends on the form of the
gold products and countries, spot prices of
investment precious metals products roughly
comprise 94% to 99% of overall retail prices.

56.00

62.00
60.00
58.00

54.00
1999 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Source: IMF

http://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/News%20and%20Publications/Surveys/Asset%20Management/2015%20AM%20Survey%20Report.pdf
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Chart 2: Net Official Sector Purchases

Chart 3: LME Copper Cash ($)
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Source: Bloomberg

Fear of inflation

Table 4: Exchange Rates of Asean Currencies against the US Dollar

As copper has been a leading indicator of
inflation, the movement of copper prices
since October 2016 may hint at a possible
cost push inflation or beginning of a bullish
trend on the commodity (see Chart 3).

2013

2014

2015

2016

2012
v 2016

1.2218

1.263

1.3255

1.4185

1.4468

-18%

30.59

32.865

32.904

36.083

35.799

-17%

Indonesia Rupiah

9,638

12,170

12,385

13,778

13,473

-40%

Malaysia Ringgit

3.0585

3.2755

3.4965

4.2925

4.4862

-47%

2012
Singapore Dollar
Thailand Baht

A new generation of gold investors
Gold has become more popular among the
younger generation who are always connected
to the internet, and this is no different in
Southeast Asia, where mobile phone
penetration is almost 100%. Online gold
trading is gaining traction among this group
of investors, who see gold as another
instrument to generate income and wealth.

Philippines Peso

41.04

44.39

44.71

47.17

49.73

-21%

20,840

21,095

21,388

22,485

22,761

-9%

Cambodia Riel

3,995

3,995

4,073

4,049

4,069

-2%

Brunei Dollar

1.2216

1.262

1.3246

1.4179

1.4481

-19%

Laotian Kip

7,986

8,021

8,099

8,148

8,184

-2%

856.97

986.24

1,032.7

1,310

1,357

-58%

Vietnam Dong

Myanmar Kyat

Table 5: ASEAN institutional investment holdings
Institution
Government of Singapore Investment Corporation1

Asset size (US$ bn)
NA

Country
Singapore

Type
Sovereign wealth fund

Central Provident Fund2

213

Singapore

Public pension fund

Temasek Holdings3

171

Singapore

Sovereign wealth fund

KWSP EPF (Employee Provident Fund)4

160

Malaysia

Public pension fund

Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB)5

60

Malaysia

Government agency

Brunei Investment Agency6

40

Brunei

Sovereign wealth fund

Khazanah Nasional7

39

Malaysia

Sovereign wealth fund

Pension Trust Fund (KWAP)8

28

Malaysia

Public pension fund

Social Security Office9

25

Thailand

Public pension fund

Government Pension Fund10

17

Thailand

Public pension fund

BPJS Ketenagakerjaan (JAMSOSTEK )11

15

Indonesia

Public pension fund (P)

PT Taspen (for civil servants)12

12

Indonesia

Public pension fund (CS)

Tabun Haji13

10

Malaysia

Government agency

PT Asabri (for the security and armed forces)14

2

Indonesia

Public pension fund (SAF)

Total

791

Table Notes:
1.

http://www.gic.com.sg

2.	https://www.cpf.gov.sg/Assets/common/Documents/
ViewAnnualReport2015inPDF.pdf

6.	https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/deals/sovereign-wealthinvestment-funds/assets/
sovereign-wealth-investment-funds-league-table.pdf

3.	http://www.temasekreview.com.sg/overview/portfoliohighlights.html#sector

7.	http://www.khazanah.com.my/Our-Performance/
Finance-Highlights

4.

8.	http://www.kwap.gov.my/EN/OurPerformance/Pages/
FinancialHighlights.aspx

http://www.kwsp.gov.my/portal/ms/web/kwsp/home

5.	http://www.thestar.com.my/business/businessnews/2016/11/26/a-giant-awakens/

9.	http://www.sso.go.th/uploads/eng/files/SSF_01%2010
Q4_Eng.pdf

10. https://www.gpf.or.th/eng/invest_growth.asp
11.	http://www.bpjsketenagakerjaan.go.id/assets/uploads/
tiny_mce/Annual%20Report/16012017_093528_IR%20
BPJS%20Ketenagakerjaan%202015.pdf
12. http://www.taspen.co.id/?page_id=422
13. https://www.malaysiakini.com/news/328312
14.	http://www.asabri.co.id/asset/images/media/large/
annual_report_2015.pdf
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Summary

Gold is rooted in the life and
culture of people in the region.

Sovereign wealth funds and pension funds
The increasing income of the middle class
is prompting the development of social
security systems such as pension funds
and social insurance. Gold is currently not
a part of any asset class among institutional
investors in Asean, except for central banks,
which buy gold for their reserves. However,
the pension fund system in some countries,
such as the Central Provident Fund in
Singapore, has approved exchange-traded
funds (ETF) as an asset class to diversify
its portfolio into gold, with a limit of 10%
of the total assets held.
Currently, many pension fund assets are
managed and invested in their respective
local markets. The total asset size of major
sovereign wealth funds and pension funds
(except GIC) in Asean is US$791 billion
(see Table 5).

Increasing wealth and disposable income
among the growing middle-class population
in Asean is creating a huge consumer market
for lifestyle products and consumer goods.
Gold is rooted in the life and culture of people
in the region, and along with the introduction
of the Shari’ah Standard on Gold, weak local
currencies, fear of inflation and global political
uncertainty and instability in international
currency markets should increase the total
demand for gold investment in this region
going forward. Additionally, wealth coming
into Singapore and the growth of pension
funds and sovereign wealth funds in Asean
will lead to a growing demand for gold as
these funds diversify their portfolios.

Content, views, opinions and other information expressed in this publication are intended for general
information and to highlight issues. While we endeavour to ensure its accuracy and completeness, we do
not represent nor warrant its accuracy and completeness and are not liable for any loss or damage arising
from any reliance thereon. You shall be responsible to evaluate the quality, adequacy, completeness,
currentness and usefulness of all content, views, opinions and other information in this publication.
Further, you should seek professional advice at all times should you have any queries or issues to address
and obtain independent verification of the content, views, opinions and other information provided herein.

2018 Precious Metals
Conference
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Photograph
kindly supplied by Kyle Klein

He was also involved in Bond Syndication
and Debt Capital Market Origination for many
years at several leading international financial
institutions in Japan and Singapore.

© 2017 Singapore Bullion Market Association

Save the date!
28-30 October – Boston, USA

Hidetaka “Hawk” Namiki,
SBMA Executive Director
Hawk joined the SBMA on
1st of March, 2016. He
spent his initial years working in the USA after
graduating from the university of Kansas in
Computer Science in 1981. He has built over
30 years of experience primarily trading fixed
income, rates, Forex and derivative products.
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The World of Leading Bullion Coins
Book Launch
By Philip Newman, Director, Metals Focus

have accounted for around 33,000 tonnes
(over one billion ounces) of silver demand.

THE WORLD
OF LEADING
BULLION COINS

The history of gold coins can be traced back over many centuries to
the ancient Lydians, who lived some 2,700 years ago in what is now
modern-day Turkey and who were one of the first civilisations to use
gold in their coinage.
The fact that government-minted bullion coins
are still relevant to investors and collectors
today is testament to the advantages that
their ownership can bring as a portable
store of value. These include direct exposure
to the underlying precious metal value,
the integrity of the state-owned mints that
produce them, the legal tender status of
many bullion coins and the ease with which
they can be purchased and readily sold as
the need arises.
These characteristics help explain the surge in
investor demand for bullion coins during and
since the last financial crisis, as investors have
shifted their focus towards precious metals.
The modern era of the bullion coin as an
investment began in 1967 with the launch
of the 22-carat gold bullion Krugerrand.
During the late 1970s and 1980s, the sector
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quickly grew to include the Canadian Maple
Leaf (1979), the Chinese Panda (1982),
the American Eagle (1986), the Australian
Kangaroo, the UK Britannia (1987) and
the Austrian Vienna Philharmonic (1989).
It should also be noted that the British
Sovereign was relaunched in 1957, in
response to the popularity of the South
African one- and two-rand gold coins, which
were first issued in 1952.
In addition to gold, the development of silver
bullion coins has also continued, while
the entry of platinum and, more recently,
palladium coins has enabled coin investors
to gain exposure across the precious metal
complex. Overall, many of these coins have
had a notable bearing on consumption. Taken
together, modern-day gold bullion coins have
consumed some 5,000 tonnes (160 million
ounces) of gold, while silver bullion coins

Against this backdrop, Metals Focus has
compiled a reference book, The World of
Leading Bullion Coins. This features the
world’s principal newly minted bullion coins,
representing the vast majority of those
traded in the international market. This
book also touches on why gold continues
to resonate with the investor community
and looks at some of the other ways in
which coin investors can gain exposure
to precious metals.

In addition to gold, the
development of silver bullion
coins has also continued, while
the entry of platinum and, more
recently, palladium coins has
enabled coin investors to gain
exposure across the precious
metal complex.

The World of Leading Bullion Coins would not
have been possible without the generous
support and co-sponsorship of The Perth
Mint in Australia, the Austrian Mint, the Royal
Canadian Mint, Rand Refinery in South Africa
and the Royal Mint in the United Kingdom.
For a hard copy of the book, please contact
one of the sponsoring Mints or email Metals
Focus at info@metalsfocus.com. A flipbook
is also available to view on many precious
metals websites, including:
www.metalsfocus.com.

Philip Newman is a
Director of Metals Focus
Ltd, the London based
independent precious
metals consultancy. Metals Focus is a firm
of specialist research analysts, committed to
the precious metals industry. We have a team
of 21 analysts and support staff based in six
key locations around the world.
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BARCELONA KNOWS HOW IT FEELS TO
LOSE A GOLDEN BOY.
WE KNOW HOW IT FEELS TO GAIN ONE.

HERAEUS PRECIOUS METALS

If you want to play with champions, a golden boy can make a difference. With the
acquisition of Argor-Heraeus, we combine our leading PGM expertise with their
Gold and Silver processing capabilities. This makes us the largest precious metals
service provider in the world. Benefit from our enhanced expertise in the precious
metals loop – from trading to products to recycling.

www.heraeus.com
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LBMA News
By Ruth Crowell, LBMA Chief Executive

Membership
In August, Credit Suisse AG Zurich was
reclassified from a Full Member to an
Affiliate, and National Australia Bank from an
Associate to a Full Member. CoinInvest was
admitted as an Associate, and ICE Clear US
Inc as the first Exchange Affiliate, following
the introduction of this new category of
membership on 31 July 2017.
These changes bring the current total
membership to 149 member companies,
comprising 13 Market Makers, 61 Full
Members, 11 Affiliates, 1 Exchange Afilliate
and 63 Associates.
Regional split of the LBMA Membership
Regional Split - All

Middle
East
5%

Asia
13%

Europe
16%

North
America
13%

ROW
13%

UK
40%

Full Member
Transporter,
Vaulting,
Custodian 6%

Miner
1%

Refiner
Fabricator
13%

Trading
Members
80%

Associate
Transporter,
Vaulting,
Custodian 6%

Trading
Members
41%
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Miner
3%

Refiner
Fabricator
35%

Assayer
6%
Exchange
3%

Data Provider
6%

Good Delivery List
Currently, there are seven active applications
for the Silver Good Delivery List, one of which
is in the initial review stage, four of which will
be progressing into Stage 2 and two of which
are already partway through Stage 2. There is
also one active application for the Gold Good
Delivery List in Stage 1.

All interested candidates who wish to stand
for the Market Maker vacancy next July or
indeed the scheduled election for the Full
Member positions, are encouraged to contact
the LBMA Executive for more information on
the role and responsibilities.

Zijin Copper Co. Ltd was added to the Silver
Good Delivery List on 3 August 2017.

Regulatory Affairs Committee
The Committee continues to provide guidance
to the LBMA in respect of a wide range of
regulatory developments as well as providing
support and advice to the wider LBMA
membership. Other issues that the Committee
is involved with include the scope of precious
metals reporting requirements in respect
of MiFID II, updates regarding Benchmarks
Regulation, REACH, reviewing the LBMA-i Code
of Conduct and Trade Repository in respect
of Trade Reporting. They are also providing
support on Responsible Sourcing issues
including assessing the impact for the market
of EU Conflict Minerals legislation as well as
assisting the Executive with the lobbying efforts
relating to NSFR. Please refer to the Regulation
Update on page 36 for further details.

There are presently 70 refiners on the Gold
Good Delivery List and 80 on the Silver Good
Delivery List.
LBMA Board
The Board meets on a quarterly basis
and is focused on strategic issues
and development.
Some of the recent issues and projects
that the Board has focused on include
trade reporting, Responsible Sourcing, Due
Diligence Policy, reviewing the Management
Accounts, as well as the proposed budgets
for 2018 and 2019. The Board have also
guided the Executive with the lobbying
exercise in respect of the Net Stable
Funding Ratio (NSFR).
The Board has also assisted with the
preparation of the LBMA’s first ever annual
review. The aim of the review is to highlight
the range of issues that the LBMA has been
involved in over the last 12 months as well
as outline some of the developments in
the market. This will be something that the
LBMA will be publishing on annual basis
going forward.
The LBMA has also been preparing an
updated version of the global over-the-counter
(OTC) Guide, which will be published in
electronic format on the LBMA’s website in
the near future. The objective of this guide
is to set out the way in which the global
OTC precious metals market operates and
is particularly targeted at those who are
unfamiliar with the industry. This is the first
substantial update since 2008 and will also
feature an exciting new look and feel.
Peter Drabwell has resigned from the Board
following his forthcoming retirement from
HSBC. The Board is grateful to Peter for his
years of service on behalf of the market.
Following the procedures in the LBMA
Memorandum & Articles, the Board have coopted Steven Lowe of Scotiabank to fill this
interim vacancy from now until the AGM next
summer. In July 2018, Steve will have to step
down having completed his ten years on the
Board resulting in another vacancy.

Subcommittees

Physical Committee
Michel Mathieu, UBS AG, was welcomed to the
Committee, and all alternate, Michael Sheerin,
was also introduced. Michel replaces Erwin
Diethelm who, as previously reported, has
retired from UBS AG.
As stated above, the number of GDL
applications remains high and further
applications are expected.
The Committee also assisted the Executive with
preparations for the latest round of Pro-active
Monitoring (PAM), which was launched on 31
July and requires refiners to demonstrate their
ability to cast London Good Delivery bars. A
new streamlined PAM process has been
introduced which groups refiners according
to geographical location.
The Committee has been involved in
preparations for the launch of the Responsible
Sourcing programme for silver (see the
Regulation Update on page 36 for further
details). The LBMA held a webinar on 21
September for auditors and refiners, which
focused on Responsible Sourcing. This proved
very popular, so much so that we repeated it
again on 25 September.
The Committee has assisted in the drafting
of the industry position paper for PGM’s
under REACH and has also reviewed the draft
Platinum and Palladium Responsible Sourcing
document, which is expected to be launched
by the LPPM in 2018.
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Membership Committee
The Committee welcomed Nick Frappell, who
has rejoined the Committee. Other members
of the market who would like to get involved,
are enouraged to contact the LBMA Executive.

The Committee was instrumental in preparing
the new category of membership, Exchange
Affiliates, which was recently introduced,
and is also working on a similar category of
membership for central banks.

The keynote speakers include Megan Greene,
Managing Director & Chief Economist at
MAM, who will be delivering the international
macroeconomic perspective and its likely
implications for the precious metals market.
Pedro Schwartz, of the Catedrático Fundacion
del Pino en la UCJC and Visiting Professor,
University of Buckingham, will be delivering
the other keynote address and will focus on
the flows of gold and silver from the Americas
in the 16th and 17th centuries against those
which are currently taking place. Other
highlights in the programme include a
Monetary Policy session to be moderated
by the LBMA Chairman, Paul Fisher, as well
as dedicated sessions on investment,
refiners, and platinum and palladium.

The Committee is also keen to encourage new
members to join the LBMA. Any companies
including refiners, producers or central
banks that may be interested in applying for
membership are invited to contact the LBMA
at: mail@lbma.org.uk.

An exciting new APP, packed with information
relating to the Conference as well as
opportunities to network with other delegates,
will be launched at the Conference and we
would encourage all delegates attending the
Conference to download it.

Public Affairs Committee
The Committee is focused on preparations
for the annual Conference in Barcelona. An
exciting line-up of speakers has been put
together to provide insight into the topical
issues impacting the precious metals market.

Finance Committee
The Committee has been focused on
the budget for the annual Conference in
Barcelona as well as the 2017 P&L for both
the LBMA and its subsidiary, PMPL, along with
the annual budget forecasts out to 2020.

The Committee continues to focus
its attention on the development and
implementation of the Due Diligence Policy,
the review of the sponsorship process and
the association’s Terms of Reference.

And Now For Something
Completely Different...
Scythians: Warriors of
Ancient Siberia
For those of you who
haven’t already been,the
new exhibition at the
British Museum about the Scythians
comes highly recommended. Through
burial treasures discovered in the Siberian
ice, the exhibition tells the fascinating
story of this ancient nomadic tribe which
roamed and terrorised the area from
Siberia to the Black Sea more than 2,500
years ago.
There are some exquisite treasures,
particularly the gold brooches, buckles
and jewellery, which have been perfectly
preserved in the Siberian ice and reveal
that these fearsome warriors were also
highly skilled craftsmen who were able to
employ advanced techniques in terms of
melting and casting gold. The exhibition is
open seven days a week until 14 January
2018 (see www.britishmuseum.org
for details).

DIARY OF EVENTS FOR 2017/18

2017
OCT
26 – 27

21

30 – 3/11

DEC
06 – 07

Silver Institute Industrial Conference 2017
Embassy Suites Hotel Convention Center,
Washington DC, USA
silverinstitute.org
LME Week
London, UK
lme.com/en-GB/Education-and-events/
Events/LME-Week
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LME Dinner
London, UK
lme.com/en-GB/Educationand-events/Events/LME-Week

NOV
07 – 08

2017 Precious Metals Summit Zurich
Park Hyatt Zurich, Switzerland
precioussummit.com/event/
2017-summit-zurich/

09 – 10

2017 Precious Metals Summit London
Hyatt Regency – The Churchill, London
precioussummit.com/event/
2017-summit-london/

09 – 10

Precious Metals Investment Symposium
Pullman Melbourne on the Park Hotel
192 Wellington Parade
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
symposium.net.au

World Platinum Investment Council
Q3 and 2017 Full Year reports and 2018
Full Year Forecast

12th China Gold & Precious Metals Summit
Shanghai, China
chinagoldsummit.com

29 – 31

13th International Gold & Silver Symposium
The Westin Lima Hotel & Convention Centre
Magdalena del Mar, Lima, Peru
simposium-del-oro.snmpe.pe

AUG
06 – 08

2018

Diggers & Dealers Mining Forum
Goldfields Arts Centre
Cheetham Street
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia
diggersndealers.com.au

MAR
03

OCT
08 – 12

LBMA Annual Members’ Party
Save the Date

08

World Platinum and Investment Council
Demand and Supply Report for Q4 2017
and Full Year
Full Year 2018 Forecast

APR
03 – 06

LME Week
London, UK
lme.com/en-GB/Education-and-events/
Events/LME-Week

09

LME Dinner
London, UK
lme.com/en-GB/Education-and-events/
Events/LME-Week

Mines and Money Asia
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
Hong Kong, China
asia.minesandmoney.com

MAY
07 – 09

Mines & Money New York
New York Hilton Midtown, New York, USA
newyork.minesandmoney.com
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Regulation Update
By Sakhila Mirza, LBMA General Counsel

REACH
REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemicals) applies to
anyone importing one tonne or more of
chemicals into any country within the
European Union (EU). Substances or articles
containing substances with intended release
fall under the scope of REACH and, as a
minimum, importers must register and submit
an information dossier by the final registration
deadline of 1 June 2018.
Demonstrating that an object is an article
rather than a substance is a two-step
process. Firstly, it must be shown that the
object has an intended purpose for use.
Secondly, this intended purpose must be
determined by the object’s particular shape,
surface or design, rather than its chemical
composition. Together, this will highlight
that the object’s aesthetics are more
fundamental to its purpose than the
element(s) it is made from.

The LBMA will be working
closely with the market to
achieve a similar outcome for
platinum and palladium plates
and ingots.
Previously, the LBMA successfully lobbied
for Good Delivery gold and silver bars to be
excluded from the requirements under REACH
and the LBMA will be working closely with
the market to achieve a similar outcome for
platinum and palladium plates and ingots.
Please contact the LBMA for further
information or if you would like to assist
us in our lobbying efforts.

Responsible Sourcing
The LBMA has received feedback from the
OECD Alignment Assessment pilot project,
which compared, in terms of standards and
implementation, the LBMA Responsible
Gold Guidance (RGG) against the OECD Due
Diligence Guidance. Overall, we are very
happy with the feedback of the alignment
assessment but have taken the opportunity
to take further steps to align the RGG with
the OECD Guidance. The main areas in which
the RGG has been changed are:
•	due diligence requirements when sourcing
from conflict-affected and high-risk areas
•	additional guidance on engaging with
artisanal and small-scale mines
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•	inclusion of a requirement for refiners to
detail the country of origin for all mined
and recycled material they receive as
well as the quantity from each origin – in
order to improve transparency and further
enhance the credibility that the RGG
audit system lends to the gold Good
Delivery List. This information will be
treated with the utmost sensitivity and
remain confidential.
In September, the LBMA launched the
new Responsible Silver Guidance (RSG)
which builds upon and complements other
Responsible Sourcing initiatives that the
LBMA has already undertaken. The RSG has
been developed in response to demands from
the market, in particular from the upstream
and downstream industry as well as Good
Delivery List refiners. Implementation of the
RSG becomes mandatory for all GDL silver
refiners from January 2018. As was the
case with the RGG, the requirement during
the first year will be for refiners to align
their existing due diligence procedures with
the requirements of the RSG, with the first
round of mandatory RSG audits taking place
in 2019. In September 2017, the LBMA
held a webinar for all third-party service
providers (LBMA auditors) and silver GDL
refiners to provide more details regarding the
requirements under the RSG. For those who
were unable to join the webinar, a recording
is available on the LBMA’s website.
Finally, the LBMA is also in the process of
drafting Responsible Platinum & Palladium
Guidance (RPPG). This is progressing well,
with the second draft circulated for comment
at the end of September. The LBMA is
committed to maintaining the highest industry
standards by extending the existing RGG to
include all precious metals.

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)
Throughout the last quarter, the LBMA in
co-ordination with the London Precious
Metals Clearing Limited (LPMCL) continued
its lobbying efforts focused on promoting
amendments to the Capital Requirements
Regulation (CRR II), which introduces the
NSFR standard in the EU. LBMA advocacy
has addressed the expected adverse impact
of the proposed introduction of the NSFR on
the holding of unallocated precious metals
accounts by banks and its implications for the
provision of precious metals financing and the
functioning of the gold and silver settlement
system for OTC transactions. The LBMA
and LPMCL joint position paper explains the
importance of gold and other precious metals
for the European economy and proposes
amendments to the draft NSFR provisions

that seek to mitigate the potentially disruptive
effect of NSFR on precious metals markets.
Following the finalisation of the LBMA
position paper and proposed amendments
to CRR II NSFR provisions, Norton Rose
Fulbright LLP (NRFLLP) has supported the
LBMA in the association’s engagement with
legislators and other decision-makers. This
has included organisation and execution
of a programme of meetings in Brussels in
July 2017, submission of the LBMA position
paper to all relevant legislators, Member
State representatives and policy advisors as
well as managing liaison with other industry
representatives. The legislative review of the
European Commission’s November 2016
CRR II proposal is gathering pace after the
summer recess. While no amendments to
the Commission’s proposal have yet been
officially proposed by Member States or
by the European Parliament, the proposed
NSFR provisions will be on the agenda for
legislators’ discussions over the course of
Q4 2017 and in early 2018. The adoption
of final EU legislation introducing NSFR is
expected in Q3 2018.

The RSG has been developed
in response to demands from
the market, in particular from
the upstream and downstream
industry as well as Good Delivery
List refiners.

The Alchemist is published
quarterly by the LBMA. If you would
like to contribute an article to the
Alchemist or if you require further
information please contact the
editor, Aelred Connelly, London
Bullion Market Association,
1-2 Royal Exchange Buildings,
Royal Exchange,
London EC3V 3LF
Telephone: 020 7796 3067
Email: aelred.connelly@lbma.org.uk
www.lbma.org.uk
Given the freedom of expression offered
to contributors and whilst great care has
been taken to ensure that the information
contained in the Alchemist is accurate, the
LBMA can accept no responsibility for any
mistakes, errors or omissions or for any
action taken in reliance thereon.
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Editorial – Bienvenido a Barcelona
By Dr Jonathan Butler, Precious Metals Strategist, Mitsubishi Corporation

Returning to Europe after the 2016 event
in Singapore, this year’s Precious Metals
Conference comes to Spain for the first
time, one of the most historically important
countries for precious metals trading, and to
the spectacular city of Barcelona. Once again,
we are delighted to be holding this year’s
conference in conjunction with our friends
and partners at the LPPM.
The history of precious metals and the history
of Spain are mutually intertwined – from the
expeditions of Columbus that set out from
Spain to explore gold and other riches of the
New World, to the immense trade in gold and
silver that took place between Spain and
the Americas in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Professor Pedro Schwartz from Camilo José
Cela University in Madrid explores this trade
in this edition of the Alchemist on page 3
and will address precious metals flows from
the Spanish galleons to today in his keynote
speech on Day one of the conference.
Last year’s conference took place against a
backdrop of economic and political uncertainty
as the world awaited the US presidential
election, which took place some three weeks
later. Perhaps mindful of gold’s role as a risk
hedge in a potentially volatile macro climate,
last year’s conference participants forecast
that prices would be US$1,347/oz by the start
of the 2017 Barcelona conference, almost
US$100/oz higher than prices were at the
time. In the aftermath of the surprise election
victory for Donald Trump, gold slumped to
US$1,120/oz, wiping out most of 2016’s
gains as the dollar index rallied to a 13-year
high, bond yields rose and equities were given
a boost by expectations of tax reform and
fiscal stimulus. 2017 has seen something of
a turnaround in gold’s fortunes, however. The
‘Trumpflation’ trade has progressively faded
this year as increasingly bitter US political
divisions have reduced the likelihood that
pro-growth tax and fiscal stimulus measures
will materialise any time soon. This has
helped weaken the dollar and US Treasury
yields but has not stopped all the major US
equity indices from reaching all-time record
highs, which has in turn encouraged some
hedging in gold. With the eurozone and Japan
showing signs that quantitative easing is
having the desired effect of generating growth
and inflation, the dollar has weakened relative
to those currencies, helping give a boost to
USD-denominated gold. Add to this, current
geopolitical concerns regarding North Korea,
which drove gold prices over US$1,300/oz
in late August, and gold could yet attain the
heady heights forecast by participants at the
last conference.
Ongoing macro and political uncertainty, and
its influence on the precious metals markets
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will form one of the major themes of our
conference, and we look forward to welcoming
Megan Greene from John Hancock/Manulife
Asset Management to give the opening
keynote address of the conference on the
international macroeconomic outlook. After a
decade of monetary largesse, major central
banks are now in the unprecedented situation
of unwinding potentially distortive policies
at the same time as the economic recovery
is threatened by populist agendas focused
on trade protectionism and withdrawal from
international trade agreements. The Fed’s
aim of paring back its balance sheet while
gradually raising interest rates at a time of
heightened political tension, and the ECB’s
likely scaling back of quantitative easing
as Brexit threatens the stability of the EU
political union, both have the potential to
impact the yield curve and could affect
precious metals negatively by increasing
the cost of carry. Megan will bring her
insights to bear on Day one’s panel session
on ‘Monetary Policy in an Era of Political
Uncertainty’, where she will be joined by Jagjit
Chadha, Director of the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research (NIESR) and
our very own LBMA Chairman, Paul Fisher.
In the current environment of elevated risk,
changes to interest rates and a nascent
global reflation, money managers and other
institutional investors have increased their
exposure to gold futures and ETFs since late
last year, though positioning remains below
last year’s highs, suggesting there is further
room to grow. The three Rs of risk, rates
and reflation will be the focus of our session
exploring the investment case for precious
metals on the afternoon of Day one, which
will feature a range of knowledgeable and
experienced participants from major bullion
banks, fund managers and exchanges, who
will doubtless pore over the prospects for US
interest rate hikes and the inflation outlook,
and whether geopolitical risks are over- or
under-represented in the bullion market.
This year’s standalone PGM session
organised by the LPPM will see some of
the hottest topics of the moment – the
decline of diesel cars and the rise of vehicle
electrification – addressed in presentations
on European powertrain developments and
on hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in China.
Palladium, very much in demand as both
a speculative asset and an industrial
commodity, and having recently reached
16-year highs, is potentially at risk from
electrification of vehicle drivetrains in future.
An old area of demand for palladium, which
may soon get a second wind, is as a jewellery
metal in China, a subject which will be
explored by Anthony Berlin, Marketing Director
of Norilsk.

We welcome some of the most well-known
names in the precious metals refining
industry to the opening session of Day two,
where senior executives from Asahi Refining,
Perth Mint, Valcambi and MKS will discuss
some of the challenges, opportunities and
threats facing refiners and fabricators today.
This unique panel session will also feature an
update on the Good Delivery issues by Neil
Harby, the LBMA’s Chief Technical Officer. His
colleague Sakila Mirza, General Counsel at
the LBMA, will provide feedback on the raft of
regulatory legislation and related issues.
A whistle-stop tour around the world, taking
in analysis of counterfeit gold coins by the
Deutsche Bundesbank, the European physical
investment market, developments in the
Indian market and blockchain and digital
currencies will form the penultimate session,
and the conference will once again be ably
wrapped up by the dynamic duo of John
Reade from the World Gold Council and David
Jollie of Anglo American Platinum.
Participants at the conference may also
get the chance to enjoy the spectacular
architecture of Antoni Gaudí, much of it
inspired by the fractal geometric ‘golden
constant’. This fractal geometry is also of
course the basis of Fibonacci retracement
levels and other tools much beloved of many
technical chart analysts in precious metals.
While it is debatable that there are any true
‘golden constants’ in the bullion market,
either in relative or absolute terms, one thing
we can be fairly sure about is that political
and economic uncertainty will continue to
make for interesting times in the precious
metals industry. Wishing you all an enjoyable
and productive conference!

Dr Jonathan Butler is
Precious Metals Strategist
at Mitsubishi Corporation
in London where he is
responsible for business
development as well as Mitsubishi’s global
research on the gold, silver and PGM markets.
Jonathan previously worked as Publication
Manager at Johnson Matthey where he led
the publications team and was responsible
for producing the company’s semi-annual
benchmark ‘Platinum’ reviews. Jonathan
gained his doctorate in geosciences from the
University of Edinburgh and also holds MSc
and MA degrees from the University of Oxford.
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By Dante Aranda, Senior Analyst,
Thomson Reuters, GFMS
Despite the failing probability
that the Fed will raise rates
in December, standardised
gold volatility remains high.
This article explores why this
hangover might exist.
The skew, commonly referred
to as the volatility smile, is
subject to market forces that
exert control over its shape.
Since the interplay between price
movements and option premium
talks to the market sentiment
of the underlying instrument,
one can use this to further
understand investor expectation.
When volatility is expected
to increase, the symmetry of
the volatility smile changes,
displaying either a reverse
or forward skew. If investor
expectations are realised, the
smile will shift up the volatility
scale. Conversely, if implied
volatility remains static or falls,
this would suggest that market
conditions failed to evolve in line
with consensus. As investors
subsequently unwind their
positions, the gradient of the
skew flattens, becoming more
neutral. On the accompanying
chart, we look at the evolution of
the three-month volatility smile
– a tenor that is widely used and
has shown pronounced evolution
over the past two years.
In mid-November 2015, the smile
exhibited a reverse skew, which
indicated that the gold market had
positioned itself to protect against
downside risk, in so doing bidding
up the premium of the puts
relative to the calls. Though the
skew took form over the preceding
four weeks, the risk reversal
became more extreme in the
weeks leading to the December
2015 rate rise as realised
volatility continued picking up.

Undoubtedly, a low volatility figure
cannot be studied in isolation
given the serene current market
environment. Over the last few
weeks, we have seen speculative
positions in favour of call options
at US$1,350/oz for delivery in
October outweigh put options.
In the week ending 18 August,
the upbeat sentiment extended

into November contracts as the
open interest surged on the back
of a large uptick in speculative
positioning on the US$1,400/oz
call option. The week ended with
a net long position of 312 lots on
this contract.
These out-of-the-money orders,
amongst others, have caused
the forward skew to steepen,
primarily lifting the premium of
deep OTM calls. Meanwhile, OTM
puts have been used as a source
of leverage (by way of locking
in premiums) and hedging (by
buying puts). Last month, open
interest on the US$1,200/oz put
option for December delivery was
marginally unchanged, up by 122
lots to total 8,855 lots. Over the
period, hedging activity on this
contract outpaced speculative
positions with a net long position
of 351 lots out of the total
volume of 2,219 lots. However,
activity on contracts below
this strike level predominantly
focused around writing puts,
causing implied vols to drop
against OTM calls – a gap which
appears even wider under the
standardised volatility smile.
In our view, the contrast between
the volatility smiles in July 2017
and August 2017 reflects the
resilient view from investors that
gold prices will post further gains
over the coming weeks. In the
grand scheme of things, what may
appear at first as an opportunity
for investors to prompt long vol
orders across the smile may
in fact only be limited to OTM
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puts. We believe the sentiment
also speaks to a less probable
December rate rise, one which
at the time of writing carries a
probability of 30.9%, and may
be slow and gradual in nature.
At such a probability level, GFMS
forecasts that gold prices will
remain buoyant, supported by
geopolitical tensions, fears over
the US debt ceiling and a likely
correction in the US equity market.

Dante Aranda,
Senior Analyst,
Thomson
Reuters, GFMS
Dante began his career in the
commodities market in 2010
when he joined Thomson Reuters
in Toronto as a commodities
specialist, working with a broad
range of natural resources
companies. Now based in London
as a precious and base metals
mining analyst, he is heavily
involved in the team’s modelling
of mine production and industry
costs using Matlab and VBA
and is also a leading contributor
to the GFMS team’s technical
analysis. Prior to Thomson
Reuters, he worked at Banco
de Credito del Peru as a Junior
Trader on the FX structured
products desk. He holds a BSc
(Honours) in Financial Economics
& Applied Statistics from the
University of Toronto, and is a
CFA Level III Candidate.
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UNCOVERING THE
SMIRK

Though investor expectations
were no different in the days
leading up to the US presidential
election, the market environment
was very different. By the day
of the election, the VIX, commonly
referred to as the fear index,
had resumed its downward
trajectory and stood at 18.74%,
or 700 bps, below the level
posted the day prior to the UK
vote. Gold volatility had eased
by 200 bps, in tandem with
a similar contraction in risk
reversals. What at first glance
was downplayed as a low tail risk
event, in fact shared a striking
resemblance with the level of
uncertainty at the time of the
referendum once standardised
for market volatility.

Implied Volatility, %

facing
facts

Fast forward seven months
and we arrive at a different
picture. Following the December
2015 announcement, investors
gradually positioned themselves
over the coming months to
benefit from higher prices as the
Fed refrained from raising rates
again. With the UK referendum
looming on the horizon, safehaven demand surged, shaping
a steep forward skew.
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Take hold of the future with technology that scans and veriﬁes
the unique surface proﬁles of bullion coins and bars, just like
matching a ﬁngerprint, from the palm of your hand.
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Compatible only with iPhone versions 6 and up.
Please visit pamp.com/veriscan for further details.

